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Introduction
In [14] Jacobson classified the composition algebras {A, Q) over any field F , charF ^  
2, and their automorphism groups G = aut(A, Q). In particular given x  E A, he 
describes the stabilizer 0 ^  of a; in G. If F  =  R  and ^  =  O is the algebra of split 
octonions, then G is the non-compact real connected Lie group of type G2 .
Rallis and Shiffmann in [18] used Jacobson’s work to show th a t the action of 
G on O is doubly transitive, see Theorem 4.3 below. By definition G2 C 5 '0(3 ,4). 
The groups (5'p(l, R ), 0 (3 ,4 )) form a dual pair in the sense of Howe. This leads 
to a correspondence of the irreducible unitary representations between the double 
connected cover of S'p(l, R ) and some of the irreducible unitary representations of 
0 (3 ,4 ). By using the property of double transitivity, Rallis and Schiffmann showed 
th a t the restriction of the resulting representation to G2 remains irreducible. How­
ever they didn’t compute the characters of these representations. Neither did they 
compute the lowest term  of the expansion of such a character, which should be the 
Fourier transform of an orbital integral corresponding to a nilpotent orbit, see [3]. 
The goal of this work is to make some progress in this direction.
The theory of the Cauchy Harish-Chandra integral developed by Przebinda 
in [17] is useful for attacking this type of questions in the case of dual pair of 
classical groups. First we showed th a t this theory can be extended to include the
case of (?2 - Then we interpret the Jacobson-Rallis-Schiffmann double transitivity 
theorem as a statem ent th a t there is an injection from the regular semisimple orbits 
of 5 p ( l ,R )  to those of gg, via the unnormalized maps used in Classical Invariant 
Theory. See Corollary 4.2. We attem pt to extend this statem ent to nilpotent 
orbits and arrive at Conjecture 5.1, parts (b) and (c). Next, we compute the 
Cauchy Harish-Chandra integral for any non-zero orbit in 5 p (l, R ). See Theorem 
5.1. The resulting distributions are in fact invariant real analytic functions which 
look like the Fourier transforms of orbital integrals of g2 . We were unable to prove 
th a t they coincide, however we formulated a precise conjecture, see Conjecture 5.1, 
parts (a) and (d).
This work is organized as follows. In chapter 1 we review the general theory 
of composition algebras and located the split octonions and our group G 2 in it. 
In chapter 2 we recall the Shale-Weil Oscillator representation, Howe’s correspon­
dence and the theory of Cauchy Harish-Chandra integrals. Chapter 3 deals with 
the basic structure theory of 0 2 , classification of C art an subalgebras and root sys­
tems. Moreover, section 3.5 contains the main technical lemma which implies the 
existence of the Cauchy Harish-Chandra integral for 9 2 . In chapter 4 we described 
the Fourier Transform of a non-zero nilpotent integral in s p ( l ,R ) .  We do it via 
the description of eigen-distributions of the indefinite Laplacian on R^ available 
in [1 2 ]. Finally, Chapter 5 contains the conjecture and the main theorem sketched 
above.
Chapter 1
Com position Algebras and Their 
Autom orphism s
1.1 C om position  A lgebras
In this section and the next section we recall from [14] some basic facts on com­
position algebras. Let F  be a field (char(F) ^  2) and A  a F-algebra. An arrow 
Q e  map(A, F) is called a n o n -d e g e n e ra te  q u a d ra t ic  fo rm  if it is homogeneous 
of degree 2, (i.e., if for a  € F, a e  A, Q(aa) =  a^Q(a)) and for Oi, og G A,
( a i , a 2) — -  (Q(cii  +  d2) — Q( ai )  — Q( a 2) ) , (1.1)
defines a non-degenerate bilinear form on A. Such a form is said to be m u lti­
p lic a tiv e  if Q G homgrottpa(A^,F^).
D e fin itio n  1.1 • A c o m p o s i t io n  a lgebra is a pair {A, Q) where A is an
F-algebra with unit 1, and Q G m ap(A ,F) is a multiplicative non-degenerate 
quadratic form.
• {A.Q), {A!,Q!) are isom orphic i f  there is an algebra isomorphism that 
preserves the quadratic forms.
If A is a composition algebra, it admits a decomposition of the form A  =  F© F-‘-, 
where F-*- is the orthogonal complement of F  with respect to (1.1). Relative to 
this decomposition the involution a = a  — x {îov a = a  + x  G F  © F-"-) satisfies 
a - a = Q{a)l. We write Im {A )  =  F-‘-.
D e fin itio n  1.2 A composition algebra is called split i f  it has zero divisors. A 
non-split composition algebra is called a norm ed division algebra.
From now on, unless stated otherwise, our composition algebras shall be over
R.
C a y l e y - D i c k s o n  C o n s t r u c t i o n  
E x a m p le  1.1 Ag — R  with Qo{a) = o f , is a composition algebra.
E x a m p le  1.2 For k = 1, 2, 3, let Ak be the vector space
Ak =  A k-i  © Ak-\.
Given p i ,P 2 ,P'3 E R ^ , we define inductively a multiplication and a quadratic 
form in Ak by,
Qi ' Q2 — (0 1 O 2  +  h k b 2 b i , b 2a \  +  6 1 0 .2 ), Qi —  ( o j ,  6%) €  A k ,
and
Qjt((o, h)) =  Qk-i{a) — pkQk-i{b) {a, b) E Ak- 
Then {Ak, Qk) is a composition algebra denoted by Ak[{pLi, ■•,pik)]-
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n
T h e o re m  1.1 Up to an isomorphism, the only finite dimensional composition al­
gebras over R  are: the real numbers R  — A q, the complex numbers C  =  i4i[(—1)], 
the split complex numbers Csput =  ^ i[ ( l)] ; the quaternions H  =  ^ 2 [(—1 ,—1)]; 
the split quaternions (or co-quaternions) Hspiu — ^ 2 [(—1,1)]; the octonions O =  
^ s [ ( - l ,  - 1 ,  -1)1 and Ogput = A3 [ ( - l ,  -1 ,1 )]  the split octonions.
We shall be mostly interested in this last example and we shall freely use the 
notation O =  Ospiu = ^ a [ ( - l ,  -1 ,1 )]-
1.2 A utom orphism s and D erivations o f R eal Com ­
position  A lgebras
Let ant (A, Q) be the group of composition algebra automorphisms of {A, Q). Also 
let isom(A, Q) =  autforms(Q) the group of linear isometrics of the bilinear form 
Q. Then aut (A, Q) C isom(A, Q).
Also, if (p E aut(A , Q), R -linearity implies th a t tp | r =  id ^  and hence,
aut(A , Q) C isom (/m (A ), Q).
Correspondingly, for derivations we have:
0er(A, Q) C £ie(isom (Im (A ), Q)).
Historically, the representation theory of all these automorphism groups, listed 
in table 1.2, was fully understood at an early stage, except th a t of G 2 :=  aut(Ogp/;t, Q3). 
In his massive work [20], D. Vogan described the unitary dual of G2 .
A aut (A, Q) hcr(A, Q)
R {1} {0}
C Z /2Z  =  {1, complex conjugation } {0}
G split Z /2Z {0}
H gO(3) so(3) ~  u(H )
R-spiii ^ 0 (1 ,2 ) 5 0 (1 , 2 )
0 ( G2 ) compact {,Q‘^  compact
^  split G 2 =  {G2)split 02
Table 1.1: Automorphism Groups and Derivation Algebras of Composition Alge­
bras
Here we shall concentrate on some aspects of the theory of G2 im portant within 
the framework of the work of Przebinda and Bernon-Przebinda on dual pairs, as 
explained in the next chapter.
1.3 02 as an A lgebra o f D erivations
T h e  L i e  A l g e b r a  s o (3 ,4 )
The m atrix of the form Ta,4 with respect to the standard basis of is T  
d iag(/3 , —h ) .  Then the Lie algebra s o ( 3 ,4 )  is:
so{3,4) = { X  e s l { 7 ,R )  : X T  + r X ^  = 0} = |
XT Xs /
X i= 8 ( X i) e M 3 x 3 ( R ) ,X 3  =  e(X 3) E M 4x4(R ),X 2EM 3x4(R )},
where 0 (X )  =  —X'^.
OcTONioN M u l t i p l i c a t i o n  
From section 1, we have:
O =  Ospw =  ^ 3 [ ( - l , -1 ,1 )]  =  H  0  H ,
where H  =  CqR  0  e iR  0  62R  © egR denotes the usual non-split quaternions:
6o =  1, ef = - 1 ,  i =  1 ,2 ,3, 6162  =  63 = - 6 2 6 1 , O
where O indicates th a t this identities remain valid under cyclic perm utation of the 
indices. Notice tha t, when endowed with the bracket [a, b] = ab — ba, the space 
of imaginary quaternions becomes a Lie algebra, here denoted by u(H ). We have 
u(H ) =  c iR  0  6 2R  © egR.
R e m a rk  1.1 Since there is no extra effort involved in considering simultaneously 
the compact and split cases, in this section we keep the factor p = ±1 coming from  
the Cayley-Dickson construction.
P u t =  (cj, 0), and ^^+4  =  (0, ej) for j  — 0,1, 2,3. We have then
l m { 0 )  =  0 R ^ j ,
j = i  1=1 j=i
and the multiplication table is:
Equivalently:
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f,j ■ & =  (1-2)
z=i
Table 1.2: Multiplication Table of the Octonions
* 6 6 Cs C4 Cs Ce Cr
6 “ Co Cs “ C2 Cs “ C4 “ Ct Ce
6 -Ca “ Co Cl Ce c? “ C4 “ Cs
6s 6 “ Cl “ Co Cr “ Ce Cs “ C4
(4 -C s “ Co “ Ct K o “ K l “ K 2 “ K a
Ù & “ C? Ce K l K o K a “ K 2
& c ? C4 “ Cs K 2 “ K a K o K i
& “ Ce Cs C4 K e K 2 “ K l K o
with
O123 =  (2+4) (3+4) =  A^ 'C'(1+4)2(3+4) =  MC'(1+4)(2+4)3 =  1 O
^^415 =  M^4(1+1)(5+1) =  AiC'4(l+2)(5+2) =  1, O 
where O means th a t for every a  G Symm^ th a t permutes the elements j ,  k, I, for
{;, A:, Z} G {{1,2,3}, {1,6,7}, {5,6,3}, {5,7,2}, {4,1,5}, {4,2,6}, {4,3,7}}, (1.3)
while leaving (1, 2 , . . . ,  7} \  {j, k, 1} fixed, we have C^( j^)a(k)a(i) = sgn{a)Cjki.
Also Cjki =  0, for any {j, k, /} not in (1.3).
R e m a rk  1.2 There is a well known triple identification of Lie algebras
u(H ) ~  so(3) ~  su(2).
For V  — V i t i  +  V2e2  +  1)363 E u(H ), these identifications are given by: 
(  .  \
2v  ^  V  =
\
0 - V 3 V2
V3 0 - V i
- V 2 V i 0 /
We may also think v  — (v i,V 2 ,V3 ) E R^.
A n  E x p l i c i t  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  92
Let D* E R^, k = 1 ,2 ,3, and p E gl(3, R ). P u t
/




0  d iag(l, l,Ai)p 
0
^ /i(d ia g ( l ,  l ,p )p )  0  
/
0
141 =  Vi{v^) ■-
Vy2
2vf  0 0
0  0
0  - { v ^ )T y f )
0  0 0 \





0  2 diag(l, l,//)('u^)^ -d ia g ( l ,  l ,p ) l4
2 //ii^diag(l, 1 ,//) 0  0
/x ^d iag (l, l ,p )  0  0
\
Proposition  1.1 In terms of the ordered basis {^1 , .■•,<^ 7 };
02 =  {y(p, 77^  u") : E R", A; -  1,2,3, p =  p"' E s[(3, R )} C 5o(3,4),
where
V  {p, ,1)  ^ +  K;2 +  VyZ.
P ro o f:
It is clear th a t this sum is direct. On the other hand, it is relatively easy to 
compute dim G 2 . For example one could argue, m utatis mutandis, as Baez does in 
[2 ] for the compact case with his basic triples, that;
dim G 2 = dim S'® +  dim S'® +  dim S'® =  14.
It is enough to exhibit independent relations satisfied by our matrices as elements 
of 0 2 -
Let V  e  dcv(O) = 0 2 , and write =  E m >i Then ( ( j ,y (& ))  =
while (1 .2 ) implies: V(^j -& ) =
l ,m>l
and similarly for V(^j) ■ ^k- Since P  is a derivation, i.e., it satisfies the Leibniz 
rule:
then
{{  — h ) ^ ‘^ ^{VkmCjml + Vj mC mk l )  ~  { —h Ÿ  ^ Vm lC jk m )Ù  
m,l>l
It follows from linear independence of the th a t both sides of the previous
10
equation vanish.
Since the right hand side is zero
V  G so(3 +  (1 — /r)2, (1 +  /r)2).
Since d im ao(3 +  (1 — //)2, (1 +  /r)2 ) =  2 1 , and d im 92  =  14, we only need to 
find 7 more independent relations. The fact tha t the left hand side is equal to zero 
means th a t for / >  1 :
O) =  0. (1.5)
m>l
where O indicates cyclic perm utation over the indices k , l , j  in the expression
By an appropriate choice of indices, equation (1.5) gives the relations collected 
in table 1.3. Q ED .
Table 1.3: Set of Independent Relations (/r =  1 )
I j k Relation Type
5 1 7 ~hi2 +  R74 — ^65 =  0 compact
5 1 6 Ri3 +  ^64 +  hys — 0 compact
3 5 7 ^23 ~  ^67 +  ^45 =  0 compact
1 2 4 A^ h43 ~  ^61 +  V25 =  0 non-compact
1 2 5 ~  ^71 — V24 =  0 non-compact
1 2 6 fJ'Ves +  — ^27 =  0 non-compact
1 2 7 +  V5 I +  ^26 =  0 non-compact
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Chapter 2
The Oscillator R epresentation  
and the Cauchy Harish-Chandra 
Integral
Harmonic analysis can be interpreted broadly as a gen­
eral principle that relates geom etric objects and spectral 
objects. The two kind o f objects are som etim es related  
by explicit formulas, and som etim es sim ply by parallel 
theories. J . A rth u r. [1]
2.1 R ed u ctive  D ual Pairs
D u a l  p a i r s  o f  T y p e  I
Let (D ,i) be a pair consisting of normed (real finite dimensional) division 
algebra D  and an involution t e  {id ,-} . Also, let {Vj,Tj) (j =  0,1) be an ordered 
pair consisting of a (finite dimensional) D-vector space and t-herm itian ( t-skew- 
hermitian) non degenerate form on 1^ -.
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By applying the honiR, functor, we get real vector spaces W  — W {Vq,V i ) =  
homD(yo,14) and W* =  W {V i ,Vq) — hom o(14,14), together with a notion of 
adjointness between these two spaces
* e  homR(iy, VF*), Ti{w{vo),Vi) = ro{vo,w*{vi)), (2.1)
for all Vj E V j , j  =  0,1. At the same time, this defines a non-degenerate symplectic 
form r  on VF, given by the formula:
r{w ,w ')  = tv-D/-[i{w'*w) w ,w ' E VF. (2.2)
We now take the point of view of groups. The classical real Lie groups:
Gj — isom{Vj, Tj), Sp{W )  =  isom(VF, r) ,
arise naturally. Further, we have a maps Gj ^  Sp{W )  given by
go{w) =  wgô^ gi{w) = giw, gj E G j ,w  e W.
An easy calculation shows th a t (wg^^)* =  gow*, and (giw)* = w*g^^ so th a t 
these actions indeed preserve the symplectic form. Also, by taking the functor Cie 
we get an infinitesimal version: Qj ^  sp(VF),
xo{w) = — w x q , xi{w)  =  xiw , Xj E Qj,w E VF. (2.3)
Then (Go, Gi) form what is called a ir re d u c ib le  d u a l p a ir  o f  ty p e  I. More 
generally we have the following definition.
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D e fin itio n  2.1 Let (H ,^ r )  be a real symplectic vector space. A  pair of subgroups 
{G, O') o f Sp{W ) are said to be a reductive dual pa ir i f  G and G' are mutual 
centralizers and they act absolutely reductively on W . Such a pair is said to be 
irreducible i f  W  cannot be expressed as a direct sum o f orthogonal subspaces 
invariant under the combined action of G and G '.
Table 2.1: Irreducible Dual Pairs [11]
(D ,‘) Pair Type
(R ,id ) {0{p, q), Sp{m, R )) C Sp{m{p  +  g), R ) I
(C ,id) {0{p, C ), Sp{m, C )) C Sp{2mp, R ) I
(C ,D (U{p,q),U{r,s)) C Sp{{p + q){r + s ) ,R ) I
( H ,- ) {Sp{p, q),  0*(2m )) C Sp{2m{p  +  g), R ) I
(R .0 ) (GL(7n, R ), GL(rr, R )) C 5 p (m n ,R ) II
(C .0) (G T (m ,C ),G T (n ,C )) C ^p (2 m n ,R ) II
(H ,0) (G L (m ,H ),G 'L (n ,H )) C S'p(4m n,R) II
A n  U n n o r m a l i z e d  M o m e n t  M a p
D efin itio n  2.2 We let Sp{W ) act onsp{W ) and sp{W)* by the adjoint and coad- 
jo int action, respectively. Let G C Sp{W ) be a subgroup and let V  C sp{W ) be a 
subspace, such that G acts by restriction on V . Then, the unnorm alized m o­
m ent map Tv, is given by:
T v ( w ) { x )  =  r { x { w ) , v u ) ,  X  e V , w  e W .  
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This map is G-equivariant, i.e. ry  6 map(j(VF', V*).
2.2 H om ogeneity, th e  C anonical C om m utation  
R elations and th e  H eisenberg Group
We briefly sketch some of the ideas behind Mackey’s beautiful perspective of quan­
tum  mechanics since they provide an ontologically simple motivation for the meta- 
plectic representation which, in turn, is at the heart of all w hat follows. For details 
we refer to [15].
In classical mechanics the ability to express the localization of an elementary 
particle in R  is achieved through the proposition system given by the boolean 
algebra of Borel sets Bor el (R ), seen as a complete ortho-complemented lattice. 
In turn, in quantum  mechanics, the same purpose is served by means of an adequate 
complete ortho-complemented lattice representation
A G \iomc.o.c.iattice{Borel (R ),end(7f))
of this algebra in some Hilbert space H. Adequate here means th a t A defines a 
s p e c tra l  m easu re .
The framework for the prototypical example is as follows. Let TL =  L^(R), and 
Ig the characteristic function of S' C R . Then we have:
A : 5oreZ (R ) - ,  Pr(?^) S  A(S),
A (S)y =  Is  •
15
where Pr(7Y) denotes the set of self adjoint projections in 7{.
The proposition
"The p a r t i c l e  i s  i n  t h e  ( B o r e l )  s e t  S"
is then represented by A{S).
The proposition stating th a t the system is located in the intersection of two 
sets n  S 2 is represented by A(5i fl S 2 ) but also by A(5'i)A(5'2), so that:
A(S'i n  S 2 ) = A(5'i)A(6'2) and similarly:
A d ^ ^ i)  =  ’^ A ( S i )  for (S’i l N pairwise disjoint.
N N
A (^ ') =  lR - A ( 5 ') .
The self adjoint operator defined by the spectral measure
Q =  qdA{q), 
J r .
is the p o s it io n  o p e ra to r  of the physical system. For r) e  R , we associate to it, 
via spectral calculus, the operator:
F('d) := exp(i'dQ) = f  exp{i'dq)dA{q).
J r
Space homogeneity means th a t translations induce a symmetry of the proposi­
tion system. Namely, for S  6 Borel (R ), ^ e  R , let S' — ^ denote the translate of 
S  by — t hen
16
where {î7(0}^eR is a family of unitary operators. It may be chosen so tha t
is a representation (i.e. A forms a t r a n s i t iv e  sy s te m  o f  im p r im itiv it ie s  for U).
According Stone’s theorem there is an infinitesimal generator P , the m o m en ­
tu m  o p e ra to r  U{^) = exp{i^P).
Furthermore,




/ exp(2i)(g +  ^)dA(g) =  exp(%i9^)V(^). (2.4)
/ r
This is known as the W eyl can o n ica l c o m m u ta tio n  re la tio n .
These operators act by
y(i9)(y))(a;) =  exp(z?9z)y7(2;), (7(^)(^)(z) =  ^ (z  -  ^), for 7^ E P  (R),
Q{(p){x)  =  xip{x),  P{ ip){x)  = i ^ ,  i o v ( p e S ( R ) .
Consider the space {W, r ) , where W  =  R^, and t ((t9,^), 
Define a group law on VF x by:
{{w,(j)) ■ {w',(t)') = {w +  w',4>(t)'e x p i e r {w,w'))),
and denote this group by Heis{W ).
The relation (2.4) shows tha t p G map(7teis(VF),ZY(L^(R))), defined by
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X (i9 ,o ),i)  =  y(i9),
X ( o ,( ) , i )  =  [/((),
X(o,o),<^ ) =  ^w,
is in fact a unitary representation. This is the Shale-Weil (or oscillator) represen­
tation of the Heisenberg group. In the next section we shall recall an extension of 
this representation to the metaplectic group 5'p(l, R ) (the connected double cover 
of the symplectic group 5'p(l, R ) preserving the form r) .
In fact, given a symplectic space {W, r )  we define the Heisenberg group TCeis{W) 
W  X with the same multiplication law as above. For a maximal isotropic sub­
space X  C W, we obtain a unitary representation p : 'Heis{W) U{LP‘{X)) 
defined by the formulas analogous to  the ones above. Furthermore, given tha t 
Sp{W )  preserves the relation 2.4, Schur’s Lemma implies the existence of a pro­
jective unitary representation uj : Sp{W ) U{L‘^ {X)), so th a t
w(p)p(/i)w(p)-^ =  p(g A
and the Shale-Weil theorem says th a t this representation lifts to a genuine repre­
sentation of Sp{W ).
2.3 T he O scillator R epresen tation  in a N u tsh ell
This short section follows closely [12, Chapter III].
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\ 0  Oy
Define u  e  hom (sp(l, R ), end(5 (R ))) by:
£ -  =
0 0 
1 0
lü{£ ) -  - - P  .
T h e o re m  2.1 (Shale-Weil) The representation to exponentiates to a unitary
w : S p i r ^ ) - ^ U { L \ - R ) ) ,
called the o s c i l la to r  or m e ta p le c t ic  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  of Sp{l, 'R ).
R e m a rk  2.1 Consider —J  =  £~ ~ £ ^ , the infinitesimal generator o f the maximal 
compact subgroup K '  of Sp{l, 'R ). Let JC = —i j ,  then
•  the operator
is the Hamiltonian of the quantum harmonic oscillator.
d/2, 7T2(exp — —K) — (2.5)




The representation uj is not irreducible. It is the sum of two irreducible repre­
sentations consisting of even and odd functions:
L^(R) =  L^(R)e„en ® -b^(R)odd-
Next, we consider the tensor of the p-fold tensor product of uj with the ç-fold 
tensor product of its dual representation. Abusing notation, we shall also denote 
it by UJ. Explicitly, as a representation of 5 p (l,R ) , it acts on the space »S(R^+^)
by
2
This representation exponentiates to a representation of 5 p ( l ,R ) .
The group 0{p,q) = isom(R^+^, Tp^ g) acts on via the perm utation
representation. A direct computation shows th a t the S 'p (l,R ) and 0{p,q)  actions 
5(Rp+9) on commute with each other. In fact, the groups {0{p, q), Sp{l,  R )) form 
a dual pair in Sp{p + q, R^+^). Moreover the restriction of oscillator representation 
of Sp{p + q,'RP+‘^ ) to 5 'p (l,R ) and 0{p,q)  coincide with the representation just 
described.
2.4 G eom etric O bjects, Spectral O bjects and CHC
A rthur [1], referring to the fundamental work of Harish-Chandra, singles out two 
central objects in the representation theory of real reductive groups. Given a Lie
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group G, its geometric objects are the orbital integrals of G, while its spectral 
objects are the characters of elements in G.
H o w e ’s C o r r e s p o n d e n c e  f o r  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n s
Let {G, G') C Sp{n, R ) be a dual pair, and H  the preimage oî H  C Sp{n, R ) 
in Sp{n, R ).
T h e o re m  2.2 [13] As a group homomorphism, uj is ’’almost a morphism of dual 
pairs”, in the sense that the von Neumann algebra generated byu{G) is the commu­
tant of the von Neumann algebra generated by uj{G'), and viceversa. The following 
decomposition holds
JG'
where 9 : G' G is a partial function, that is injective a.e. (with respect to 
dQ,{'ïï')). Furthermore, the function 6 is injective in the stable range (see below).
This representation has characters which can be expressed in terms of orbital 
integrals as shown by Harish-Chandra. We shall look a t these notions in more 
detail below.
T h e  O r b i t a l  I n t e g r a l
Given G reductive, let W be a C artan subgroup. We say th a t an element x & q 
is re g u la r , and write x E q’’, if dim is maximal.
For X E Y  and <p E S { q), define the o rb ita l  in te g ra l  on the orbit Ox,
=  /  T d t r =  p{y)doAy)dy  :=  /  ' ^)dg,
JOa: J b IG/H
where p = dg is a G-invariant measure on the quotient. (Note th a t G, H  are 
unimodular and hence the quotient carries a unique such measure, up to scalar
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multiple.) The two expressions in the middle are formal and are intended for the 
physicists. These orbital integrals patch together to yield a G-invariant function 
on 0 '’® (the subset of regular semisimple elements in g). The value of this 
function on the orbit passing through a: G ()’’ is given by:
T h e  H a r i s h - C h a n d r a  - W e y l  i n t e g r a t i o n  f o r m u l a  f o r  T h e  L i e  A l ­
g e b r a
Let C =  {Hi,  be a complete set of representatives of mutually non­
conjugate C artan subgroups of G. Also, for x £ P) put
D{x)  =  I det(ad
Define the following H a r i s h - C h a n d r a  -  W e y l  p a i r i n g  f o r  g :
25g(T,i9) =  ^  r { x ) D { x fd { x )d x ,
where r , i9 , are conjugation invariant functions on g  such th a t this is integral 
is absolutely convergent. The H a r i s h - C h a n d r a  -  W e y l  i n t e g r a t i o n  f o r m u l a
states th a t for ip G 5(g):
J^ip(x) dx = Y  \ w { É 'G )\Ji,r = SDg(lg,//g(y,)). (2.6)
In [17] Przebinda proposed what may be called an analytic version of Howe’s
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correspondence, dealing w ith the geometric and spectral objects for a dual pair 
(G, G') with rank O' < rank G. Now we proceed to sketch his idea.
CTiC FOR THE L i e  a l g e b r a
Let %(z) — exp(27Tza;) G R , and let {W, t )  be a real finite dimensional symplec­
tic space. The moment map Tsp{w) induces an injection
%- : sp{W) ^  { Gaussians o n W }  : Xx{w) = x  (^np{w){w){x)^  .
Let {G, G') C Sp{W)  be an irreducible dual pair. For a C artan subgroup 
H' C. G ', let JCh' be the compact part (consisting of elements with eigenvalues in
) and Vh ' be the vector part (consisting of elements w ith eigenvalues in R+), 
so th a t H' — K h 'Vh '- Let V =  5'p(kF)^«' and V' =  S p { W Y  C G'. There is a 
V'-invariant open dense set Wyi C W  such th a t Ad =  V' \  Wyi is a manifold with
invariant measure dw such th a t for ip G Gc(VFv') we have
(p{w)dw = / p{vw)dvdw.
J m  J v
As shown in [17], there is a temperered distribution chc G <S*(£ie(V)) given by
chc(y) =  /  /  ip{v)xv{w)dvdw,
J m  Jcie(V)I M Ci
where every consecutive integral is absolutely convergent. Its wavefront set [13, 
Def 8.1.2] is given by:
kFF(chc) Ç {(u,Tv(rw)) : v{w) = 0,v  e  V ,w  E W } .  (2.7)
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Furthermore, any x '  E  1)'^  , defines an embedding:
I'x' ■ d e { V )  X  X  +  x ' .
The containment (2.7) and [13, 8.2.4] implies th a t
chca;,(y)) =  6%,(chc)(y))
is well defined.
Formally, given (p E S{q), we have:
chCx'ip) = /  ifi{x)xx+x'iw)dxdw = ip{x)chc(x + x')dx,  
JM. da da
where:
chc(x +  a ; ')=  / Xx+x'{w)dw. 
dM
Also,
WF{ch.Cx>) C {(%, Tg(w)) : {x +  x'){w) = 0, x  E Q,w €  W}.
Finally, define the C au ch y  H a r is h -C h a n d ra  in te g ra l  C?ïCg>(p), as a function 
on for every f) EC,  by:
CHCqi{p ){x ') = chca;/(</?). (2.8)
Later will introduce a normalized version of this distribution denoted by the same 
symbol.
F o u r i e r  T r a n s f o r m
Define a Fourier transform on a finite dimensional vector space V  w ith Lebesgue
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measure dx, as follows. For ip e  (S(F), ^ G y*, put:
=  ^ (0  =  /  y?(a;)%(((æ))da;, (2.9)
Jv
while for a distribution u  G <S*(V') let:
T{u){ip) =  u{if) — u{(p). (2.10)
T h e  C o r r e s p o n d e n c e  f o r  O r b i t a l  I n t e g r a l s
If {G, O') is a dual pair of type I in stable range (so th a t defining module for G 
contains an isotropic subspace of dimension grater than  or equal to the dimension 
of the defining module for G') then for each nilpotent coadjoint orbit O' C g'*, 
there exists a unique nilpotent coadjoint orbit O  dense in TgOr~,^(0') C g*. Then, 
according to [17, (1.19)] , there is a constant G such that:
^(^o)(vp) =  Cmig,(.F(<^o'),C7^Cg,(y)).
This is analogous to the Formula (2.6) and suggests th a t CHC^  behaves like an 
orbital integral (see [3]). In fact (see [5]) under adequate hypothesis CHC^ G 
hom(27(g),X(g')), where X(g') is the space of orbital integrals, as defined in [5]. 
Using the language of pairings, the correspondence reads,
=  c a n ^ (^ ( fc .) ,c w c ,.(< p )) ,
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which can be cast in a more abstract form as,
T,(,,,)[0 ] = T,,(CHC„,)10'1 e 5(g)-,
where the notation is self explanatory.
T h e  C o r r e s p o n d e n c e  f o r  C h a r a c t e r s
There is an analogous theory at the group level. In [17, (2.18)], under adequate 
hypothesis, Przebinda conjectures a correspondence of the form:
where CHCq is an analogue a t the group level of CTïCg, ©tt is the character of 
7T, 0{n^) is the representation associated to tt' via Howe correspondence, as in 
Theorem 2.2, while %^/((—1)) is the number by which the central element (—1) 
acts on representation space of tt'.
Using the Harish-Chandra - Weyl pairing introduced implicitly above, we can 
write this correspondence as:
2DG(8g(^),//g((/p)) =  ÏÏOG'{A{7r')e^>,CnCG'{^)),
or
T c id v m m ^ ) ) ]  = TeiCnCa^mw')] e 5(g)*.
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Chapter 3
Structure of the Lie Algebras
3.1 R oots, C artan Subalgebras, W eyl G roups
G e n e r a l  D e f i n i t i o n s
Let G be a semisimple Lie group with £ie{G)  =  g and let © be a Cartan 
involution on g. The spectral decomposition of 0 ,
9  =
where t  is the +l-eigenspace of 0  and p  is the — 1-eigenspace of 0 ,  is called the 
C a r t a n  d e c o m p o s i t i o n  associated to 0 . Assume there is a compact C artan 
subgroup H  Ç G and th a t 1) C L The joint spectral decomposition for the adjoint 
action of on 9c is
9 c  =  i ) c  ©  y i ( 9 c ) A ,
A
where A =  A(l), g )  C is the set of r o o t s  of l)c in gc- Given th a t 1) is 0-stable, 
so is each (gc)A-
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D e f i n i t i o n  3.1 •  Since dim (0c)a =  1, we have that either (0c)a Ç tc  or
(S c ) a C pc- I f  the former condition holds we say that A is compact and 
write A € i f  the latter we say that A is non-compact, and write A e  A” .
• For X E Qc, lot X denote the conjugate of x  with respect to the real form  
0 Ç gc- As in [19], for each root X E A  we fix elements H \  6  i\), X \  € 
( 0 c ) a , E (gc)-A such that:
[%A,%-A] =  ^A, [^A, %A] =  2%A, [^A, %-A] =  -2%_A,
H \  =  —H \ = H-x ,  A € A; X \  = —X ^ \ ,  A G A' ;^ and X \  =  
A_a, a G A". We call {X\ ,  A_a, Hx), an sl{2)-triple associated to A and 
Hx the co-root corresponding to A.
• We define the Weyl Groups:
Clearly, W { H c )  acts on f)c, and on the dual \)*q.
P a r a m e t r i z a t i o n  B y  S t r o n g l y  O r t h o g o n a l  S e t s
D e f i n i t i o n  3.2 Two roots are called strongly orthogonal i f  they are not pro­
portional and neither their sum nor their difference is a root. A set of  roots is 
called strongly orthogonal i f  its members are pairwise strongly orthogonal.
For A G A we denote by sx the reflection that maps X to —X and that leaves 
the orthogonal complement of  A with respect to the killing form fixed.
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Fix a positive root system
^  Ç A.
Let ^  n  A". The group W [H )  acts on A" and therefore also on the
subsets of A". Let denote the family of strongly orthogonal subsets of T".For 
<5 e  let
[S] = { W i H ) { S U ( - S ) ) ) n ^ .  (3.1)
Clearly, [S] Ç and is a disjoint union of the sets of the form (3.1). This 
defines an equivalence relation on where [5] is the equivalence class of S.  P u t
: .S e % }.
D efin itio n  3.3 We define the following Cayley transforms:
c : T  au t(gc) : c(A) =  e x p ( - ^  ad{Xx + X -x ) ) ,
c : au t(gc) c(S) = c(A).
5
Note th a t this last product does not depend on the order of the factors because, 
for a , j3 strongly orthogonal, we have [c(a), =  0. Also, let
f ) ( 5 )  =  0 n c ( < S ) ( f i c ) -  
This is a C artan subalgebra of g. P u t H{S) =
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P ro p o s it io n  3.1 [19] Every Cartan subalgebra ofg  is conjugate to one of the form  
Two Cartan subalgebras are conjugate i f  and only i f  [<S] =  [5'].
Thus the conjugacy classes of the Cartan subalgebras in g are parametrized by .
By definition, given a root A e  we have:
l)c =  ker(A) @ CJifA- (3.2)
Dualizing, any co-root Hx can be seen as an element of (f)c)* arid hence:
1)^  =  ker(J7A) e  CA.
Let
=  c(,S)-X()(,9)) Ç
and Cie{Hs)  =  (15 .
P ro p o s it io n  3.2 The following decomposition holds:
ll5 =  ï}nV5 +  5 ]R iL A , (3.3)
where V5  stands for the variety of all the common zeros of the elements of S .
Let
Ag,R =  {A 6 A; A(^g) Ç R},
A^.iR =  {A e  A; A(l)g) Ç zR},
Ag,c =  A \  (A^ r^ u A^ j^r),
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and let the corresponding symbols with Ÿ be the intersections with for example:
^  n
Also, put
W (g (5 )) =  N o { t , ( S ) ) / H{ S ) .
This is the Weyl group corresponding to the Cartan subalgebra Let
W(Jïg) =  c(J)-^W (^(,S))c(,$). (3.4)
This is a subgroup of W ( H c ) ,  isomorphic to W { H { S ) ) .  Let
W (A ^,a) =  ({aA,.K}> G W (j7c).
According to [19] we have
;^(A 5,R ), (3.5)
where denotes the stabilizer of <S U (—<S) in W { H ) .
3.2 H arish-C handra O rbital Integral
For A Ç A, let
»(.4) =  n A ,  and C =  P (* ) .
A I I A
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For (f e  S (q) and for x  e t ) g ,  define
=  D (z) /  y?(g-c(,S)(a;))d^
J g / h (s )
where g ■ c {S) { x)  — g c {S) { x)  g F 
Definition 3.4 Let
7is<^ =
This is the pull-back of the Harish-Chandra orbital integral of <p, from f}(5) 
to ^ 5  via c{S) .
We now rewrite the Harish-Chandra - Weyl integration formula in the language 
of Cayley transforms and Harish-Chandra orbital integrals.
The formula becomes,
[ i f { x ) d x  =  J 2 m 7 T W Y \ [  dr, (3.6)
Js [^ ?tl
where in the summation, for [S] G we chose exactly one representative S  G
(5 1  ■
3.3 Structure o f  th e  Lie A lgebra sp (l,R )
Let t ' be a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form on R^. Let S'p(l,R) =  
isom(R^,r'). There is a basis {61, 62} of V  =  R  ^ such that T%ei,62) =  1. We 
identify sp (l,R ) with the Lie algebra of trace zero matrices with respect to this
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basis. Hence, the formula 8(%) =  —X^ defines a Cartan involution. Let
be the corresponding Cartan decomposition. Then f  =  ~R.J and p' =  RX © R7f. 
The fundamental Cartan subalgebra [)' =  I' has only one positive root in sp(l, R )c, 
namely A', given by
X { m J )  — 2im .
Then ,






X-X' =  X y  H y  — - i J ,
form an 5l(2)-triple, and A' G A”. 







SO t h a t
l)'(A') =  Rc(A')(i^A') =  RX and =  RH^ a' Ç 1)^ . (3.8)
Up to a conjugation by an element of 5p (l,R ), 1)' and f^ (A') are the only 
Cartan subalgebras of 5p(l,R ). Furthermore, their Weyl groups are W{ H ' )  =  1 
and W { H y )  =  { 1 , s a ' } -
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3.4 A  C artan D ecom position  o f Q2
In the case of g =  02, the map 0(%) =  —X'^ is also a Cartan involution, so that:






«2 =■ {K;l + : 4  e  R ^ } ,
0 - 2 4 0 0 0 0
2 4 0 —2vj^ 0 0 0 0
— 2 4 2t ; | 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 4  -  v f 4  - 4 4 - 4
0 0 0 - 4  +  y 0 - 4  - - 4 4 +  4
0 0 0 - 4  +  4 4  +  4 0 - 4  -  4
0 0 0 - 4  +  4 “ 4  “  4 v l  + 4 0
p2 — {yp  +  G R^, p E 51(3, R)},
b d e
c e a — d
F(A) =




^ 2 v f  a b + v^ c — fg
A  =  2 ^ 2  b -  d e- \-v \
2"Ug C “h 'Ug 6 — —Oj — d
M a x i m a l  C o m p a c t  S u b g r o u p  o f  G2
Let [7(H) be the group of quaternions of norm 1. Recall th a t this group is 
isomorphic to S U (2). The group K  = 17(H) x 17(H) acts faithfully on l m { 0 )  =  
u(H ) © H  by
{ui,U2 )-{a,b) =  {uiaui~^ ,U2 bui~^), (3.10)





preserving the multiplicative structure, as can be easily seen. T hat is
We compute the derivative:
r (H ) © u ( H ) 0 g,
[ ( - , - ) * ]  (a, 1>) =  { [ v ^ , a \ y  ■b-b-v '^ ) ) . (3.11)
The m atrix the map 3.11 (with respect to the basis =  (6^,0), ^j+ 4  =  (0 ,e^)), 
can be read from the following equations:
( [ ( n | e i  +  r i g  6 2  +  1 1 3 6 3 ) ,  ^ i ] ,  0 )  =  ( 2 ( — U g C a  +  1 1 3 6 2 ) ,  0 )  =  — 2 n g ^ 3  +  2 r i 3 ^ 2 ,
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(0 , -eo  ■ {v\ei +  v \e 2 +  ^3 6 3 )) =  (0, - v \ e i  -  v \e 2 -  v\ez) =
(0, —Cl • ( t ' k l  +  ^1^2 +  ^ 1 6 3 ) )  =  — v \ ^ i  — v \ ^ - j  +  v l ^ Q ,
Thus, in fact:
)* : u(H ) 0  u(H ) —>62  ('U  ^ H-> Vyi +  V^ 2 . (3.12)
The map (3.12) is a Lie algebra isomorphism and K  is a maximal compact 
subgroup K 2 Ç G2 , as follows from the fact th a t they both K  and K 2 are connected.
3.5 D escrip tion  o f C 3o(3,4)
Here T  denotes orthogonality w.r.t. the Killing form ( X , Y )  = k t r { X Y ) ,  where k 
is a suitable constant. We consider the space
Ô2 = { X  e  5 0 (3 , 4 ) : {X,Q2 ) = 0}.
Since each of the relations in table 1.3 involves only either elements of Î 2 or 
elements of p2 , and when restricted to one of these subspaces the Killing form is a 
multiple of the Euclidean inner product, we have the following:
where Çj € R^, a  G R .
-
Si +  «l'a ^
0 -<?2
 ^ -Ç i +  o;/3 -S2 ,
(3.13)
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L e m m a  3.1 In terms of Proposition 1.1, the projection
7T : 50(3,4) 02
relative to so (3,4) =  02  © 0 ^ is given by :
X  1-^ V { - { X 3 + X '[ ) ----------------g (2 % l+% 5+ ^ 4 ), -^{X^ — Xà), —- ( X 3 —x j  —2 X 2)),
where
X I X 3 ^
X  = 0 X 4
- X I X 5 j
P ro o f:
This follows by direct computation using th a t so (3, 4) =  02  © 0^- Q E D .
Here is our main technical lemma:
L e m m a  3.2
(so(3,4)),.fc<2 n 02 = 0.
P ro o f:
We shall prove th a t if the the m atrix (3.13) in 02  has rank <  2, all 3 by 3 minors
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vanish and hence it must be zero. Any N  E Q2 has the form
^ 0  a (3 —r] r 5 e ^
—a  0 7  s —5 r rj
—jS —7  0 —5 —e —rj r
N  = —rj £ —5 0  7  ~P a
r —Ô —£ —7  0 a  P
5 r —7] P —a  0  7
y £ T] r —a ~P  —7  0 y
Let N  ^  -^ 3x3 (R) be the m atrix consisting of intersection of the rows
j ,  k, I and the columns j ' ,  k', I', as a function of a i , € R , (m =  3,4). Consider
N
[4,6,7; 5,6,7]
N (a , ^ , 7 )
[4,5,6; 4,6,7]
N (a 0,7}, e)
[5,6,7; 1,2,3]
/
7  ~P a  
Q a P 
- a  0  7
\




e 7] r  J




N (7 , e)
[2,3,5; 3,4,5]
0 7 a
- 7 0 P
p —a 7 J
- 7 0 -Ô ^
£ - 5 0
- 5 —£ - 1  )
7 £ - 5  ^
0 —£
—£ - 7 0 J
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N {S,£,V,r) [1,2,3; 4,6,7]
(  A \- î ]  0 £
£ r r] 
—5 —r] r
Then the condition d e t(A /" g ^ ^ |^ )  =  0 implies a{a'^ +  /?  ^ +  7 ^) =  0 and hence 
a  =  0. Now, d e t(A ^ p lg g ^ )  =  0, only if 7  =  0. Also, d e t ( i V p |^ |^ )  =  0 
means 13 = 0. In a similar fashion, d e t(A '|g ^ ^ ^ ^ )  =  0 shows th a t 5 =  0, while 
det(A ’jg^ g°’.^ |^ )  =  0 implies r  =  0. Additionally, d e t ( / / p i ^ ^ ^ )  =  0 if and only 
if £ =  0. Finally, de t(7V|dTM 2^ )  =  Q expresses the fact th a t 77 =  0. Q E D .
3 .6  R o o t  D e c o m p o s i t io n  o f  (5 2 ) 0
Note th a t the vectors
Ai V(i,0,0)1, As := F(i,0,0)2 ,
correspond to the images of (e i ,0 ) and (0 ,e i) under the map
(—, —)* : u(H ) 0  u(H ) —> Bg,
and thus they span an elliptic C artan  subalgebra of gs:
[7 =  (tA i +  sAs : s, t G R } C Î 2 - (3.14)
This is the fundamental C artan subalgebra.
Now we proceed to describe a root decomposition of (9 2 ) 0  w.r.t. its fundamen-
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tal C artan subalgebra:
0 c  =  1)C © ^  ( ( 0 c ) a ©  ( 0 c ) - a ) (3.15)
where 0  =  02  and ^  is as in table 3.1. Let H  =  diag(0, D i, Z>2 , D 3 ) =  tAi +  sÂ2 E 1) 
and Dj  =  X j J ,  so th a t Xi = —2t, X2 = —s + t ,X 3 =  —{s + t). Then the equation 
adjy(A) =  X{H)A  can be w ritten in terms of (1,2,2, 2) x (1 ,2 ,2 , 2) block matrices 
as:
^ 0  ~ A i 2 Di —A 13D 2 —A14D 3 ^
* [H i,X 22] D 1A 23 — A 23D 2 D 1A 2A — A24H 3
* * [H2 , /I33] H 2A34 — A34H 3
* * * [H3 , A44] y
(3.16)
where
^  0 v4i2 A-13 Ai4 ^




\  ^14 ^24 ~^34 ^44 )
and each An  is antisymmetric.
2 x 2  N O N - D I A G O N A L  B L O C K S :












This implies th a t A =  ±  Xk) are all the possible eigenvalues. Explicitly:
A =  ± 2 is, ± i(s  +  t), ±z(3t — s), ±z(3t +  s), ± i(s  — t).
Indeed, for T  G M  =  M2x2 (C) put =  —{ A , J } / 2  , and A  =  [J ,A \ /2 .  
Thus [J,  A^]  =  0, while A} — 0. This gives rise to a decomposition:
M = (3.18)
Equation (3.17) above, can be rewritten as:
{xj — Xfc)j7A ^  +  {xj +  Xk)<J'^A =  \{^A^ A).
If A =  ±i{x j  + Xk), thus A'^ =  0 and J ' ^ A  — A.
If A =  ±i{x j  — Xk), thus •^A = 0 and J A ' ^  = ±iA'^.
1 x 2  B L O C K S :
- ( c K , / ) ) z t J  =  ( / 3 z t , - a z t )  =  (AcK,A;8),
which gives A =  ±ixk,  /? =  ±ia .  The relation X3 = X2 + X\ gives their interaction 
with the square blocks which ensures existence of eigenvectors.
D i a g o n a l  b l o c k s :
Since for all a e  R  we have X k J a J  — a J x k J  =  0, indeed (0 c)o =  he- 
T h e  P o s i t i v e  R o o t s
Let Ai, A2 be the basis of I)* dual to Ai, A2 viewed as a basis of f)c- Pu t
Xj =  —2 iXj, for j  =  1 , 2 . As we just showed, the elements in the second column of
table 3.1 are the roots of 0 2 -
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It can be easily checked tha t
a.2 — 0 :3 + Ai, ai  —o;3 +  2Ai,
0:4 =  CK3 +  3Ai, A2 =  2 û!3 +  3Ai-
Hence ^  forms a positive system, with {A^, 0 :3 } as basis of simple roots.
Table 3.1: Set of Positive Roots T
Eigenvalue root
—2 it  =  i{xz — X2 ) =  ixi Ai
- 2 is  =  i{x 3 +  X2 ) A2
- i { t  +  s) =  i{xi  +  X2 ) =  ixz CKl =  |(A i +  A2)
—i{—t + s) = i{xz — xi)  — i x 2 Oi2 =  ^( — Ai +  A2 )
—z(—2>t -p s) — —i{xi  — X2 ) 0L3 =  ^ (—3Aj +  A2)
- i { 3 t  +  s) =  i (x 3 +  xi) CK4 =  ^(3Ai +  A2)
L em m a  3.3 The sl{2)-triples {Xa, Ha) associated to these positive roots in
(0 2 ) 0  are given in table 3.2 (in column 3 only non-zero parameters are listed).
P ro o f:
•  By extending to the complexification, (3.12) gives rise to the isomorphism
(u(H) ® C) @ (u(H) ® C) ^  e  2Z((02)c)A.
• In each summand u(H ) 0  C , the vectors H \  — ic\, X \  =  | ( e 2 +  263), X - \  =
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- X \  form an 5 [(2 )-triple, as can be easily verified:
-(e2 +  263), — - ( 6 2  -  263)
bSl, - ( 6 2  +  26s)
261 ,-%  (62  -  263)
=  2 6 i ,
1
— 2 - ( 6 2  +  2 6 3 ), 
=  2 - ( 6 2  -  2 6 3 ).
By the isomorphism (3.12), we have:
Cfc h(efe)i &+4 ^ek)3,
and hence the the first two lines in the table follow.
Also, if p i ,p 2 are symmetric, then \Vp^,Vp^] =  diag([pi,P2] ,0, [pi,P2])- By look­
ing at equations (3.7) we get the 5 l(2 )-triple for 0 :4 . We compute the rest using 
M a th e m a tic a l and the remarks above. Q ED .
3.7 Structure o f th e  R oot S ystem  o f G-
For 1 7 , Y2 e i ) c ,  the Killing form is:





where \Ha\‘^ =  {Ha, Ha)- Hence we get the identification l)c — ()c th a t takes the
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R o o ts  System  G2
A2
(3.20)
In our context strong orthogonality is equivalent to orthogonality with respect 
t o ( ,  ).
The Weyl group W {H )  =  (sa)^= C W {H c )  has order four. The W{H)~ 




[ {« 1} ] =  { { a i } ,  W } }
[{as} ] =  {{c%},{üq}}
[{ai, as} ] =  {{ai, as}, {«2 , ^ 4 }}.
The complex Weyl group W {H c) ,  generated by the reflections with respect to
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all the roots A G contains a subgroup
W { H c Ÿ  =  {SaSf3)a,l3e<l> G W {H c) .





V ^ “ v \
\ \
- a i — 0(2 Ai
1—> 1-^
A ” “ =’ J I j ^  A2
(3,21)
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Table 3.2: s[(2)-triples in (3 2 ) 0
ex — ^(oAi +  6A2) 
I
i(a(Ai),a!(A2))
Hcc — (^<%Ai +  6A2) 
(Ai(#a)!A2(#a))
Al =  (2, 0) (2,0) =  1 (0, 1,%) — X a
A2 =  (0, 2) (0,2) v'^  =  1(0,1,%) — X a
ai =  (1, 1) (1,3)
/ G  1 -% \
%;3 =  l(0,%,l),p =  |  1 0  0
\  -% 0 0 /
X a
«2 =  ( - 1, 1) ( - 1 ,3 ) =  1(1 ,0 ,0) ,p =  ldiag(2%, -%, - i ) x ;
«3 =  ( - 3 ,1 ) ( - 1, 1)
/ O  % 1 \
=  i ( 0 , l , - % ) , p =  1 % 0 G 
\ 1  0 0 /
X .
Q4 =  (3,1) (1,1)
/  G G G \
: a ) X
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Table 3.3: a{Hp)
Hx. -f^ A2 Ha2 Has Ha,
Al 2 0 1 -1 -1 1
A2 0 2 3 3 1 1
a i 1 1 2 1 0 1
a2 -1 1 1 2 1 0
0:3 -3 1 0 3 2 -1
0:4 3 1 3 0 -1 2
Table 3.4: ( H a ,H a '  ) /8
( , > / 8 Hx, Hxs Ha, Has Has Ha,
Hx, 6 0 3 -3 -3 3
H x2 * 2 3 3 1 1
Ha, k 6 3 0 3
Ha2 -k k k 6 3 0
Has ■k k k k 2 -1
Ha, k k k k k 2
Table 3.5: (ct,P)





























a s k k k k 1
1
2
CH4 k k k k * 1
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Table 3.6: Objects Attached to Strongly Orthogonal Sets 1
5 1)5 ^5,R
0 i) ({sAn^Aa}) =  Z /2 Z  X Z /2 Z 0
{ 0 4 } H H a i  +  Rzi^ag <{gm ,aa3}) =  Z / 2 Z x Z / 2 Z { 0 :3 }
{ 0 %} RTfag T  R ii7aj ({Sag.Sai}) =  Z /2 Z  X Z /2 Z { 0 4 }
{ ^ 1 , 0 :3 } R ifa i  +  RTfag (3 $) =  Dihe T
Table 3.7: Objects Attached to Strongly Orthogonal Sets 2
5 V5 5^ ^ 5,R ^S,iR
0 h 0 0
{04} R (—Ai +  A2) +  Ri(Ai +  3A2) {04} {«3} {Al, A2,0:2,0:4}
{03} R(Ai +  3A2) +  Rz(—Ai +  A2) {03} {04} { « 2, CK4, Al, A2}




4 .1  T e m p e r e d  E ig e n - d is t r ib u t io n s  o f  A 2,i
The group 5 0 (2 , l ) i  is the identity component of isom(R^, T2,i). We identify [0, 2?r] 
with 5^ by 9 exp{id). For a; e  R , put
B{a) = {x G R^ : T2^i{x, x) = a}.
Let e =  ±1 (or sometimes just ± , according to the context). For 5  C R , put
B(S) =  I jB (a ) ,
s
5 ( 5 ) ' =  5 ( 5 ) n { a ; e R ^ : e z 3 > 0 } .
Then 5(5) =  5 (5 )+  U 5(5) . Also R^ =  5 (R ) and, by restriction, we obtain a 
foliation of R^ \  {0} into 5 0 (2 , l)i-orbits: B{a),  5(—o;)+, 5 ( —« )“ a  >  0.
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The following maps:
To : R + X R  X ^  # (R + )
(p ,a , 6 ) p (co sh aco s^ ,co sh asin 0 ,s in h a ),
T , : R+ X R + X ^  B { R - y
(p,a,9)  i-> p (s in h aco s^ ,s in h asm 0 ,eco sh a ),
define diffeomorphisms onto open dense subsets with Jacobian equal to  cosh a
( p^ s inha  resp.). Moreover To({p} x R  x 5'^) =  B(p^) and Te({p} x R + x S^) —
B{—p^y.  Hence, for a test function <p 6 <S(R^),
/ p d x =  uj{p)p^dp,  (4.1)
/B(R+) JK+
/  ( f d x =  vlp{p)p^dp,
/BÇR-y JB.+
where,
f/ (^<p) =  / (p(To(p, a, 0)) coshad^da ,
Js^xR




/  (1 +  (p cosha cos d)^ +  (p cosh a sin d)^ +  (p sinha) ^ ) ^
Js^xR
cosh a dd da =  27t /  (1 +  p^(l +  2 sinh^a))"'^(cosh a) da <  oo,
Jr
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for 2p >  1, z/p is a tem pered distribution and analogously for Furthermore,
given th a t
and since the Lebesgue measure dx is S'L(3, R)-invariant, we conclude tha t
vl, z/^ E
Changing variables we get,
pz/^(p) =  / p^{ \ / r ^  -  cos 0, i / r ^  — p^ sin g, er) d9 dr,
JS^x  (p,oo)
and hence 4.3 implies th a t the following limit exists in <S*(R^)
i^o(p) =  lim pt'^ (p) =  /  p (r(co s0 ,s in 0 ,e ))d ^ d r, (4.4)
7 5 1  x R +
so it defines an element in <S*(r3)■50(2,1)1 supported on the cone B{Oy. 
If E then
/  i){x)(p{x)dx = /  {'ip{xiei) xi)ul^{if) dxi,  (4.5)
/B(R+) 7r +
^ (z )p (æ )d æ  =  /  (^'(2:3 6 3)2:3) 2:31/23(p)cü;3.
B(R-) 7r
We shall use the formulas (4.5) in order to compute Fourier transforms of the 
measures (4.2).
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Let us define the following Fourier transforms, p, g G N:
r , M v )  =  ( ^ )  [  d r ,\  VZTT/ JRP+Q 
= ^1,0,
for (p e  while for u E S*{X)  we define by (2.10).
It is elementary tha t, for u G <S*(R^),
=  ^2,1 (-^2,1^)-
Hence:
=  P^X2p{l>‘lp).
Thus the Fourier transforms X 2 ,\i'l and X 2 ,ii'~p are the F 0 (2 , l ) i  - invariant 
eigen-distributions for the indefinite Laplacian A 2,i with eigenvalue a  =  —p^ and 
a  = p^ respectively.
As explained in [12, (VI 5.1.22)] any such eigen-distribution, when restricted 
to the open sets B(R+) and H (R “ )^  is of a very concrete type of smooth function, 
however, in order to extend them  to the whole of R^ one has to impose a few more 
conditions, see [12, Theorem VI 5.1.23].
T h e o re m  4.1 [12, Corollary VI 5.2.1] The space of tempered S 0 (2 , l ) i  - invari­
ant eigen-distributions for the indefinite Laplacian A 2,i is a finite dimensional 
subspace of . More precisely, the subspace corresponding to the
eigenvalue a  >  0 (resp. a  < 0) is the 2 (resp 1) dimensional subspace with
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basis:
a  > 0
Ui{xi6i) = 0 , 1/1(3:363) =  (4 .6)
^3
u .f e e O  =  - ^ ,  « . ( .a e , )  =  ^ .  (4 .7)
ct <  0
1/3 (2:161) =  — usixses) = 0. (4.8)
(The minus sign in (4.7) is missing in the original statem ent [12, Corollary VI 
5.2.1], but it is not difficult to check th a t [12, Theorem VI 5.1.23] implies th a t the 
minus is necessary.)
Hence, up to scalars, we can identify and J^2,i^7p w ith the distributions
1/1 , 1/2 , 1/3 above.
F o u r i e r  T r a n s f o r m  o f
Given the com m utativity of the 0 (2 ,1 ) and 6"p(l, R ) in the metaplectic group, 
the space carries also a metaplectic representation.
Let $ 1  e  hom(<S(R)e^en,'5*(R^)‘^ (^’^ )) be given by:
I— > /  ip{r)rvl dr. 
JR+
As explained in [12, Theorem VI 5.2.5 (a)],
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Since the different Fourier transforms live in the same metaplectic group (see [12, 
(VI 1.1.5)]), we have = $i(J^i(<^)), i.e..
.^2 ,1  ( y  i p ( r ) r v l d r J = J  (J i^if)(T)rvl dr. (4.9)
By a standard approximation argument we may use the formula (4.9) with 
<y? =  5p +  5_p, where 5a is the Dirac delta at a. This leads to
(  - ^ { é ' ^  + e-“-)rvldT.  (4.10)
J R +  V  2 7 T
By combining (4.5) with (4.10) we see th a t
1 pipx\ I p-ipxi
ll/p (3:3 6 3) =  0.
F o u r i e r  T r a n s f o r m  o f
Let C be the subspace of distributions supported
in B({0}UR+). This space is invariant under the 5p(l, R ) action. Hence <S*(R^)'^ =  
^*(R3)50(2,i)i^^*(j^3}yo{2,i)i -g a 5 p (l, R ) module. Furtherm ore the map
defined by
is intertwining
$ 2 E h o m (,9 (R ),,9 '(R ^ )^ ),
/ y)(r)rz/^, 
J r
( 6 ( R ) ,g '( R ') * ) ,
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as explained in [12, Theorem VI 5.2.5 (b)]. As before, one gets
- 2 + 1
i 2 .7^ 2,1 /  (p{r)ru^ dr
IR S (R -)  JR+
dr
B{R-)
where denotes the restriction of the distribution to the open set B ( R  ).
Now, put f  = S^ p, to get
B(R-) J r
dr. (4.11)
By combining (4.5) with (4.11) we see tha t
2 elepxs (4.12)





Also, by taking limits with p 0 (see 4.4) we are able to compute .7 ,^1 z/g. We 
summarize the part of discussion th a t we shall use later in the following theorem.
T heorem  4.2 The Fourier transforms T'2,ir'o belong to
Explicitly
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1 pipxi I p-ipxi
(4.14)
(2:363) =  0 ; (4 .15)
1 p~pW\




^24-5(:<^.e.) =  (4.19)
=  ^ l = ~ -  (4.20)y  z-K exs
4.2 C o-A djoint O rbits for sp (l,R )
There is an intertwining isomorphism xp
( 5 0 ( 2 ,1 )1, R3) ^  (5 p (l, R ) / ± / ,  R?^ © R T  © R J )  
between the standard and the adjoint representations. Explicitly
p{xi,X 2 ,xz) = x iH  + X 2I  ~  x z J .  (4.21)
Using this identification, the co-adjoint orbits in sp (l, R ) are listed in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Co-adjoint O rbits in sp (l, R ) {p > 0)
o Type N am e Description
{0} nilp T r iv ia l
nilp U p p e r  L i g h t - C o n e ^ 0 (2 , 1 )1 (1 , 0 , l )  =  g ( 0 )+
nilp L o w e r  L i g h t - C o n e ^ 0 (2 , 1 )1 (1 , 0 , - 1 ) =  g ( 0 ) -
ss 1-SHEETED HYPERBOLOID 5 '0 ( 2 , l ) i ( g , 0 , 0 ) = g ( a
% ss 2 - s h e e t e d  h y p e r b o l o i d  ( u p p e r  s ) 5 "0 (2 , 1 )1 (0 , 0 ,p) =  5 ( - p T
ss 2 - s h e e t e d  h y p e r b o l o i d  ( l o w e r  s ) ^ ( 2 , 1 )1 (0 , 0 , - p )  =  ^ ( - p 2) -
4.3 N ilp o ten t O rbits in 02
Let O Ç 02  be a non-zero nilpotent orbit. Then, as explained in [7, 9.4], there are 
elements,
e E O, h E p2 , 
such tha t, if we denote by e' the element —0 (e), then
[e, e'] =  h, [h, e] =  2 e, [h, e'] — —2e'.
Then (e, e', h) is a Cayley trip le  corresponding to  the orbit O. Let
7T
Cg =  exp(—i —ad(e + e'))
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Table 4.2; Nilpotent Orbits in 02 [7, 9.6]
0 dim O Extended W eighted  Dynkin diagram for O r,
M{Ho) ,, „ _ >^2{Ho)
Ai "-----  Az
Oo 0 trivial
Oe 6 minimal 0 ^ ° ----- ^ 0
Os 8 ----- ^ 3
O\o 10 sub-regular
10 sub-regular ° ----- " 0
O 12 12 principal 0 ^ ° ----- " 0
be the corresponding Cayley transform, and define the following elements in (9 2 )0 :
X  =  C g (e), X '  =  C e (e ') , H  = C g(/i).
Then, as it is well known, [8, Prop. 6.1],
1
%  =  _ ( e  +  e' -  =  - 2 ( e  -  e') .
In particular.




e =  Ee(% ) +  ^
which follows from (4.22) is used to calculate the last column of table 4.3.
Since H  G (62)0 , X ,  X '  G (p2)c , the elements {X, X ' ,  H)  form what is called 
a  norm al trip le  associated to the orbit O. Conjugating the above elements by 
the same element of the maximal compact subgroup K 2 Ç G 2 if necessary, we may 
assume th a t i f  G f)c and th a t A i(if) > 0 and \ 2 {H) > 0.
Then the pair of numbers (A i(if), A2 (if)) determines the orbit O  completely. 
In these terms, the K ostant-Sekiguchi correspondence
nilpotent G2 orbits in 32  ^  nilpotent (%2)c  orbits in (p2)c ,
is given by
Og =  G2 e fCc (4.23)
Also
dima(Oe) =  dim c(G c% ).
D im e n s io n  o f  O r b it s
The dimension of the Gc  adjoint orbit through X  is
d i m c ( 0 ^ ) c  =  d i m e  0 c  -  d i m c ( 0 ^ ) c
dim (O x) =  dim e 0c -  # { «  e  A  :[X , Xa] =  0} -  dim(l) ). 
Hence the dimensions appearing in table 4.3 can computed as follows:
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Notice th a t « 4  +  7  is not a root for 7  =  A i ,  A g,  CKi, CKg, — « 3 , — ctg-
dim(C>x.J =  14 -  7 -  1 =  6 .
Since a i  +  7  is not a root for 7  =  Ag, 0 :4 , 0 :3 , —« 3 , then
dim(C>Xai ) =  14 — 5 — 1 =  8 .
4.4 A n  E xplicit C orrespondence
E x p l i c i t  F o r m u l a s  F o r  t h e  M o m e n t  M a p s  We make the identification W  ~  
/  \
Wi
-M2x7 (R-) =  { }, Wj 6  R  . Define adjunction in W  (see (2.1)) by:
w* = T w ^ J , (4.24)
where J  is as before, while T  =  diag(/3 , —1^).
Hence, if we identify sp (l, R ) with its dual sp (l, R)* using the trace form, then, 
for w E W, we have
T s p ( l ,R ) ( w )  =  W W *  =
^  -l3,4(Wi,W2) T3,4(wi,Wi) ^
\ -73,4 ( ^ 2 , Wg) 73,4(Wg,Wi) /
(4.25)
If we identify so (3 ,4) =  so (3 ,4)* in the same way, then
T'02 —TO Tso(3,4)j
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where tt : 5o(3,4) —> 0 2  is as in an in Lemma 3.1.
Explicitly, if we split w E W  into 3 blocks of sizes 2 x 3, 2 x 1, 2 x 3, namely 
w =  (wi,W2 ,W3), then
TgzW =  (4.26)
where
ÜJ\ +  (^ 3 +  0^2»^ ^ 3 , iZ  =  ^3 ~  ^ 3 ),
Ilf =  g (^ 3 ^ ^1 ~  (^ 3«y^ 1)^  +  2lü\ J Wi),
P — — ((^3tT Wi +  (wgjT Wi)^) +  — tr (w ^ jr  <^3 ) 1  ■
In order to see this, note that:
r,50(3,4)
/ '  \  
\ w , j
0 W2I (^ 31 ^41 ^51 <^ 61 ^71
—(^21 0 W32 W42 CJ52 ^ 6 2  (^72
—Wai —W32 0  o;43 W53 Wg3 W73
CJ4I W42 W43 0  0^ 45 W46 W47
W51 W52 W53 —W45 0 Wgg CJ57
^61 ^62 ^63 —W46 —UJ5Q 0  Wg7
y W71 LÜJ2 W73 —CJ47 —W57 —Wg7 0 y
where wi =  (a;i,..., X7), wg =  (3/1 , --,3/7), =  2;*% -  ^jVi> and apply the
formula in Lemma 3.1 to this element.
D o u b l e  T r a n s i t i v i t y  L e t G2 a c t  o n  R ^ , b y  m a tr ix  m u ltip lic a tio n .
For a  e  , let
0 (a )  =  {æ G R ’^ : Ts^i(x,x) = a}.
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T h e o re m  4.3 [18, Thm 1, pg. 807] The setO {a) is a G 2 -orbit. Also, i f x  G 0{a),  
for any (5 6 ((?2 ) i acts transitively on the intersection of 0{P) with x ^ ,  the
hyperplane orthogonal to x.
C o ro lla ry  4,1 Lei ^ G sp (l, R )’’^ . Then
’•.L .r iK) £
is a single G 2 -orbit.
P ro o f:
Each conjugacy class in sp (l, R )’’® intersects U R + J  at a unique point. If
/  0 a  ^
G , then
V
'^sp(l,R)(0 = {w e W ]  G 0 {a ) ,  W2 e  0 ( - a ) ,  T3,4(Wi,W2) =  0 },
while if  ^ G
0  Q ' '
V“ V
, then
^sp(i,R)(^) = {w eW] WiE 0{a), W2 e 0{a), T3^a{wuW2) =  0 }.
Let w , w '  G 'Tg' (^iR)(C)- Theorem 4.3 implies the existence of 5^ G G 2 such th a t 
g - w i  =  w[ .
Thus
73,4 • W2,W'P =  T3,4(p - W2, g-  Wi )  =  T3,4(w 2,W i) =  0.
Hence, again by Theorem 4.3, there is L G ( ^ 2).^ ;' such th a t h • {g ■ W2 ) = Wr,
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Clearly hg maps w to w'. QED.
C o ro lla ry  4.2 Let O' Ç s p ( l ,R )  be a regular semisimple orbit. Then
is a single G 2 • Sp{l,Il)-orbit. Moreover,
is a single G2 orbit.
Furthermore, under our identifications, for p  > 0,
O' = Op i f  and only i f  O = G2 •
and
O' = Ol. i f  and only i f  O = G 2 ■ ^(A% +  SAg),
where c =  c(o:i), as in Definition 3.3.
P ro o f:
The first two statem ents are clear from 4.1. If
^ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ^
w =






y - 1  O y
and Tga(w) =  ^A i.
Similarly, if
w =






We see from Lemma 3.15 tha t, in terms of Proposition 3.3, c(ATq,J  =
^ 0  0 ^
X ^a i)  corresponds to =  0, =  0, = (0, | ,0 )  and p =
Therefore, if
0 0 0 
- # 0  0V “ 2
w =
( \  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
/
then, by (4.27),
Tap(l,R)(w) = and Tgg(w) =  —  c(W „J.
Hence, the other statem ents follow. Q ED .
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4.5 N orm alization  o f M easures
Define, for G end(VF),
=  -  J w T .  (4.27)
Then
{Z{w),w) = t r { w * { - J w T ) )  = tT:{w^w),
=  —id  and J  G Sp{W ).
Thus 3  is a compatible positive definite complex structure on W  and therefore 
conjugation by J  defines a C artan involution 0  on sp(7, R ). It is easy to  check tha t 
0  preserves the subspaces so (3,4), s p ( l ,R )  and th a t it restricts to the previously 
defined C artan  involutions on these Lie subalgebras. The formula
K(a;,2/) =  -trend(w)(8(a;)%/), (4.28)
for x ,y  e  sp(7, R ) defines an inner product on sp(7, R ) which determines a nor­
malization dy  of the Lebesgue measure dx  on each subspace of sp(7, R ), so tha t
the volume of the unit cube is 1, namely dji =  ^/\d£^JÏ{e^^^e^\dx.
For any unimodular closed Lie subgroups F  Ç E  Ç Sp{7,H ),  the measure p, 
induces Haar measures on E  and E / E .  We shall denote these induced measures 
also by p. Specifically if y; G Cc{E) support near the identity, then
I  7’{9)dp{g) = J  ip{exp{X))\Jac{X)\dp{X)
and
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f J e / f  J e
In particular, if we view the m atrix J  as an element of 5 p (l,R ) , then
=  -trend(lV)(©(<7)i7) =  -trend(lV)(^^) =  (4.29)
=  tVend{w){I) = dim W  =  14, (4.30)
and therefore,
/  d / / ( r j ) =  /  y / ( ( J ,  J ) d r  =  V1427T.
J 51 Js^
(4.31)
4.6 T he Fourier Transform  o f an A djoint Orbit
in sp(l, R)
We can see from (4.22) and (3.7) that:
c (y )R y  =  i(X y  -  X-A') =  -
%
c{X')Xx> = Re(Xx') -  - H y  =  -
1 - 1  
1 - 1
c { X ' ) X - x '  —  R s ( X x ' )  +  -T^ A '  — 2
Moreover, (c(A ')X a', c{X' )X_x', c(X' )Hx') form a standard Cayley triple.
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In particular, the Kostant-Sekiguchi correspondence of nilpotent orbits associ­
ated to our Cayley transform looks as follows
e\'
where K'ç, • =  H q ■ X ^y  =  X^y.  (Here, g ■ x  = gxg h)
L e m m a  4.1 Let p G R +, e =  ±  and let be the centralizer of c{X')X^x' 
5 p ( l ,R ) . Then, using the normalization and identification (4-21), for any (p G 
g (5 p ( l,R )) ,
ip{g ■ { -e ip H y))  dp{gH') =
JSp{l,Il)/N',
Proof:













Then, in particular, for I < j , k  < 3
-T 2 ,i(6 ? j,?k ) =
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(4.35)
Thus, for x , y  £ s p ( l ,R ) ,
k{x ,y )  = -tr(©(x)y)end(u^) =  -7 tr(0 (x )2 /) =  -14r2,i(0(a;), y). (4.36)
A straightforward computation shows th a t for a G R ,
(exp(6»^a3) ex p (-a ^ ? 2 ))  • P^i = To(p, a, 0).
Hence, by (4.2),
p(a) =  /  y?((exp(6*-CT3) exp(—a - ^ 2 )) • pS i^) coshadi9da.
4r +x51 ^ 4
We have,
det
 ^ ^ ( 5 ^ 3 , ^5 :3) K ( |^ 3 ,-^ ^ 2 ) ^
Æ( —|c72, la's) Æ( —|(72, —|(J2) k{—^a2,(Tl)
~ / — 1 —» \  ~  / — 1 \  \
y  «(<7 1 , 2 (7 3 ) « ( < 7 l , — 2<72) « ( < 7 i , ( J i )  y
|« (a i ,a i) |
det




Since the group H(X') has two connected components, equation (4.32) follows.
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Similarly,
(exp(6>^a3) ex p (a^a 2)) • +  e^s) =  e“(c o s 0 a i +  sin 6  ^? 2  +
Also, c{\ ')X ^y  -= 1(^1 +  %)- Hence, by (4.2),
=
/R+X51
(^{r{cos9di +  sin^ag +  e % )) dd dr





 ^f {— { cos 9 ai + sin 9 a2 + e as)) e°'d9 da.
2 J rx51 2
i  [  (p((exp(6> Jas ) exp(a^CT2 )) ■ c(A')%gy) e“ d(9 da.
^ dRxfil ^









Thus dsp(i,R)-c(A')x,v =  ^ / ÿ  "2 -^ 0 , and (4.34) follows.
In order to verify (4.33) we shall rewrite the formula (4.2) defining the measure
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v'^ p in a different way. Since (ffi +  ^ 2)^ =  0,
exp(t(ffi +  ff2)) =  /  +  +  ^ 2).
Thus, for X G sp (l, R ), 
exp(t(ffi +  0=2 )) ■ X
=  ( /  +  t{di +  d 2 ))x{I  -  t{di +  ?2)) = x  + t\ai +  x\ -  f  (ffi +  a2)æ(ffi +  0 =2). 
Explicitly,
exp(t(ffi +  U2)) • {xi ffi +  3:2 +  X3 as)
=  [xi -  2tX2 -  2t^{xi -  % ))ai +  (3:2 +  2t{xi -  Z s ))^
+  {X3 -  2tX2 -  2t^{xi -  X3))a3.
Furthermore, for 6 G R ,
exp(ba2) • epas =  e p  sinhfoai +  ep cosh6 as.
Therefore,
(exp(t(ai +  0 =2)) exp(6a 2 )) • epas (4.38)
=  (ep sinh 6 +  e2t^pe~^^)di — e2 tpe~^^a2 +  (ep cosh b +  ep2t^e“^^)as.
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A straightforward computation shows th a t the equality
sinh a cos 9 a i + sinh a sin 0 U2 +  e cosh a (4.39)
=  (e sinh b +  e2t^pe~^^)ui — e2 te~^^a2 + (e cosh b +  t2t^e~^^)a^
holds if and only if
t =  — sinh a sin0(cosha — e sinh a cos^) 










— sin0(cosha — e sinh a cos0)“^
— sinha(cosha cos0 — e sinha)(cosh(a) — e sinh a cos9)~^ 
—e(sinha — e cosh a cos 0) (cosh a — e sinh a cos0)“ ^
— sinh a sin ^(cosh a — e sinh a cos0)” ,^




=  e -  sinh a. 
2
By combining (4.38), (4.39), and (4.42) we deduce
(4.42)






+  (73 , O’! +  (73) +  (J3 , Cr2 j k(cTi +  (T3 , (T3 )
K(0'2,0=i+?3) K(%,5:2) K(9=2,^3)
K((T3,(7i +  (T3 j «(0-3 , (T2) «((73, (73)
I^ (^3, 0 3^)1





which verifies (4.33). 
Q E D .
<5»5p(i,R)-(-dpirv) =  • 2^6p.
Define a Fourier transform on sp (l, R ) as follows.
^ ^ { y )  = /
dsp(l,R)
-2ni tr(xy) (4.44)
We will make use of the identifications.
5"X1,R)
S p { l ,R )  ■ { -e ip H y).
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T h e o re m  4 .4  Let p G R + and let e = ± .  The Fourier transforms of the orbital 
integrals in s p ( l ,R )  coincide with L;o^(sp(l, functions determined by
their restrictions to I)' and l)^(A'). Explicitly
E0Qi{riHy)
% g (Z c (y )R v )
T S o i ir iH y )
= Ttt









T tt 1 






P ro o f:
We shall verify (4.46). The proof of the remaining identities is very similar. 
Since




«;(c73,cri) K,[a3,a2) /((cs, (T3)
=  det
/





T ^ ( ? / )  =  14^/^  /  ^ ( z )  W  (fa; =  i f / 2 . 7T-3 . (27T )^/^.F2,i(V ; o n i l ) ( z / ) ,
/R3
where-0 o m i { x )  =  ■0(—z). Therefore,
vr 7|-
73
=  14^/^ • 7T“  ^ • { 2 ‘ï ïŸ ^ ‘^ 5sp{l,-R.).{-eipH^,){^2,l{'^  o TTT'l))
=  14 /^  ^ ■ 7t“  ^ • (27t)^/^ • 7 • u‘^p{J^2,i{'ip ° rni ))
=  14 /^  ^ • 7T~^ ■ (27t)^/^ • 7 • (-7^ 2,1 ^ ep)(V  ^o m i )
14^/^ • 7T“  ^ ■ (27t)^/^ - 7 ■ f  {J^2,ll^ep){^)'^{-^) dx
7r 3 75"
=  14 /^  ^ ■ (27t)^/^ • 7 • ( ^ J  ^ l^r(((^2,ll^ep) °
+  ^e~r(((^2,ll^ep) °
= 14^/^ • (27t)^/^ ’ "^  ' ( /  (-^ 2,17^ 5,) (7rre2) '^^^ (7/ )^ dr 
+  ( ^ , 1:/^ )(eVre3)i/^7,(V») dr
=  14^/^ - (27r)^/^ - ^(^2,iZ/^)(7rre2)(^gxi,R).T.e2(V')
, Jk +
=  ^ . (27r)^ /^  .  ^ (^ 2^,i:/ )^(7rre2)( a^p(i,R).re3(V') |A'(c(y) r^e2)|^ (^ A((re2)
+  ç y  ^ i ^ 2 ,iJ^%)W'^re3 )ôsp(i,R)i-e'ire3 ){'ip) |A'(eVe3)P ^/^(eVea) j .
Hence,
Y ^-pnr
% p(i,R).(-«p;fy)(re2) =  -  - (27r)^/^(^,iz/^)(7rre2) =
and
J i^Tvepe T
J^^Sp(i,R) ( - « p R y ) (e'rea) =  -  ■ (27r)^/^(^,i^'^)(e'7rre3) =
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Q E D .
75
Table 4.3; Param eters of Non-trivial Non-maximal G2 N ilpotent Orbits
H X (A i(^ ) ,A 2 (jf) ) Oe
e — aAi -p 6A2 +  Vy3 -p Vp
I





Xa, (1,1) 0 6 (~ T  " 4 , 0)
/  0 0 0 \  
1 0  1 0  
V 0 0 - 1  /
Hax Xai (1,3) Os (“ i ,  - 4 ' 4 (0 , 1 , 0 )) 
/ o  0  1 \  
- I  0 0 0 
V 1 0 o y
Xai T  X —o^^ (2,2) Oîo (“ 2 ’ ~ h  4 (0 ,1 ,1))
/  0 3 1 \
1 3 0 0  
\  1 0 0 /
H  Oil T  H —01^ Xai "b X (0,4) Ofo (0, —1, (0, | ,0 ) ) ,
/  0 0 - 1 \  
p =  0 0 0
\  - 1  0 0 y
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Chapter 5
CTiC and Orbit Correspondence
5 .1  C a u c h y  H a r is h -C h a n d r a  I n te g r a l  fo r  t h e  P a ir
( 0 2 , S p ( l , R ) )
By [17, Lemma 1.10] and the identification 5o(3,4) =  5o(3,4)* via the trace form, 
we have
VLF(chCa;/) Ç {(x, — {x' + x){w) = Q, x e s o ( 3 , 4 ) ,  w e W }
Ç  so(3,4) X so(3,4)rfc<2- (5.1)
The co-normal bundle to the embedding
0 2 ^ 5 0 ( 3 , 4 )  (5.2)
coincides with 0 2  x 0 2 - Since 0 ^ fl so (3 ,4 )r/t<2 =  0, by Lemma 3.2, we see tha t
the intersection of the wave front set of chca,/ with the co-normal bundle to the
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embedding (5.2) is empty. Therefore we may define
chcx' e  <S*(02) (5.3)
as the pull-back of chcx' E <S*(so(3,4)) to 02  via (5.2), see [13, 8.2.4]. The 
resulting distribution chc ,^/ is C 2-invariant. Since for any C artan subalgebra \}j Ç 
0 2 , the (^2-orbits through a regular element of are transversal to f), we may 
further restrict the distribution chci,/ to f)t.
By Harish-Chandra - Weyl integration formula for y? G (^ ^ (0 2 ^),
chOa;'(<p) =  /  chc{x '+ x)ip{x) dii{x) (5.4)
' 02
f  chc(z' +  c (J )z )D ($ ) (z )  yl(4^g,R)(a;) % y ( z )  d/r(æ).
The defining module for the algebra 5o(3,4) is the space V  = R^. Let us 
decompose it into f)-irreducible subspaces, namely.




























The  defining module for s p ( l , R) ,  V  =  R^, is ^'-irreducible. The corresponding 
space W  — M2 x7 (R) has symplectic form
{w', w) =  —tviw 'T w  J ) where w' ,w  6 W. (5.6)
Also, define a complex structure on W  by J '{w )  =  J w .  We view W as a 
complex vector space by iw := J '{w ) .  Let
det : W c  C
denote the corresponding determinant.
Note th a t
{ J '  , )hom(Vo©Vi.v') < 0 and { J '  , )hom(%@vb,y'l > 0- (5.7)
Let 2p_|_ be the maximal dimension of a subspace of W  such th a t the restriction 
of the symmetric form { J '  , ) to th a t subspace is positive definite. By (5.7),
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p+ =  4.
Let x ' E ï}"", and put
s p { W ) - ^  ^ { x  +  i y e  s p { W ) c  ■ { y  , ) Iker(z) >  0 } .
Then Proposition 5.1 in [4] states tha t, as a distribution on so (3 ,4 ) ,  the un- 
normalized Cauchy Harish-Chandra integral is given by
chc(x' +  X) =  lim  ■ (5.8)
where x ,y  e  so (3 ,4 ) ,  x  + x' + iy  e  5p(VP)J, and by the double restriction 
process explained and justified earlier, we have
chc(a;'-f c(<S)a:) =  lim - 2 -^.— ^  r r ,  (5.9)
 ^  ^ d e t(z ' +  a;4-22/)
where x, E t)g , y E f) Cl f)5 , x  + x' + iy e  sp{W )q.
Let x' =  I J  and let x — tKi + sAg. Then {x' + x){w) =  x'w — wx. Hence x + x'
preserves the following induced decomposition of W :
W  — W\ © W 2 © bPg © IT4 ,
where
Wi =  hom(Hj,H '),
where V  is as in Section 3.3 and Vi is as in decomposition (5.5).
Therefore
4
det(z ' +  a;) =  J J  det(x ' +  x)wj ■
1=1
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Furthermore, ifro G H i^ then {x'+x){w) — x'w = I J w  = ilw. Thus det{x'+x)w,
//. For j  =  2 ,3 ,4 ,
analogous to (3.18), i.e [VF/, J ]  =  =  0. This decomposition is preserved
by the action of x ' + x  so th a t det(x' + x)w. =  det (a;' +  x )w /  det(x' +  . Thus
altogether,
det(ic^ +  x) =  I (Z — 2t) (Z +  2Z) (Z — Z +  s) (Z +  t  — s)
(Z — t — s) (Z T Z +  s). (5.10)
Moreover, \ '{x ')  = 2il and by (3.2),
J J  X{x) — Z®(2Z) (2s) (Z +  s) (Z — s) (3Z — s) (3Z +  s). (5.11)
»
Therefore, for any polynomial _P(Z), of degree less or equal 5,
_ 2 P f/)____________2Z 2s (Z +  s) (Z — s) (3Z — s) (3Z +  s)________
(Z — 2Z) (Z +  2Z) (I — t P  s) (I -j- t — s) (Z — Z — s) (I ~h t -h s)
is a rational function of Z with the degree of the nominator less than  the degree of
the denominator. Hence, we may decompose it into partial fractions. The result
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IS
25P (2 t) 2 s P ( - 2 t )
 ^ ' d e t( i ' + x) l - 2 t  l + 2t  ^ '
^  (3t +  s) P { t  — s) (3  ^+  s) f  (—t  +  s)
+
I — t s I 1 — s
(3t — 5 ) P {—t — s) {3t — s) P{t  +  s)
I t s I — t — s
Notice tha t, in terms of the group W {Hc)'^  (3.7), (5.13) may be rewritten as
E  î S s î H ™ " ' » - » '
 ^  ^ veW{Hc)+  ^ ’
Let W l = W f  and let j  =  2 ,3 ,4 . Set
C2 =  Cs =  - io '2 -, C4 =  * « ! •
Then
y{w) = -e Q { y ) Z w  w e W - , e  = ± l ,  (5.15)
so th a t
\y , > 0 if and only if {—eQ {y)^w ,w )  >  0 for rw G WJ \  0).
Also, for X e  f),
det(x ' +  X +  iy)w^ — i{l -  eQ{x) -  ieQ{y)). (5.16)
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Moreover, by (5.7),
(57w, w)w^ <  0 if ÎÜ e  \  0,
(J7w, >  0 if w E \  0, j  =  3,4.
Therefore, for x e
i i m P ( o 4 f f n M £ ± M
y^o det(x ' + x + ly)
2sP{2t) _  2 s P { -2 t )
I — 2t P  iO Z T  2  ^T  zO
(3f T  s) P {t  — s) (3f +  s) f  (—t P  s) 
I — t P  s — iO I P t — s — iO
(3f — s) f  (—t — s) (3f — s) P ( t  +  s) 
/ T f T s  — zO / — t  — s — zO
+
where, as in (5.9), the limit is taken over y  E l ) ,  with { y  , ) |ker(a:'+z) >  0-
Suppose X E (){ai}- The only root which has imaginary values on x  is a s -  
Therefore, 5.15 and 5.16 implies ker(a;' +  x) =  0, so th a t
y^o det (2:' P  x P i y )
2 g f(2 ()  2 a f ( - 2 ( )
+
+
l - 2 t  l p 2 t  
(3t T  s) P (t  — s) (3f T  s) f  (—t T  s) 
I — t P  s  I P  t  — s
(3t — .s) f  (—t — s) (3t — 5 ) P{t P  s) 
I P  t P  s  I — t — s
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Similarly, for x  & 1)^ ,^
l i ^ p ( , ) A y ) n . A ( x  +  iÿ)
d e t  ( a /  + x + iy) 
2 a f (2 t)  2 g f ( - 2 t )
+
+
l - 2 t  Z +  2t 
(3t +  s) -P(t — 5 ) (3t +  s) jP(—t  +  s)
/ — t s I 1 — s
(3t — s) -P(—t — s) (3t — s) P (t  +  s)
Z 1 -|- s I — t  — s
For X  G each root takes real values, so th a t ker(a:' +  rr) =  0. Hence,
l i ^ p ( , ) A 'M n . A ( x  +  i»)
y-*o d e t  (a;' +  x  +  zy)
2 g f(2 t)  2 g f ( - 2 t )
l - 2 t  l + 2t 
(3t +  s) P{t  — s) (3t +  s) -P(—t +  s)
+
I — t s Z -|- t — s
(3Z — s) -P(—Z — s) (3Z — s) jP(Z +  s)
Z +  Z +  s Z — Z — s
Since the normalized Cauchy Harish-Chandra integral (see [4]) is given by
chCa,> =  , h -'- c h C j . ,  (5.17)
we deduce the following lemma.
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L em m a 5.1 Let x' — i l j  e l ) '’'. I f  x  E 1)’’ then
P{l)X^{x') chc(x' +  z) A(æ)
»
2 g f(2 ()  2 g f ( - 2 ( )
y / 14 2tt — 2t -h iO I -f- 2t ~h zO
(3t +  5 ) P (t  — s') {3t +  s) P {—t +  s)
+
+
I — t P  s — iO I P  t  — s — iO
(3t — s) P {—t — s) (3t — s) P ( t  4- 5 ) \
Z +  i - |- s  — iO I — t — s  — zO J
P {l)X \x ')  chc(a;' +  a;) K ^ )
»
2 ^  / 2 g P ( 2 t )  _  2 s P { - 2 t )
y / l i  2 tv \  I — 2 t  I P  2 t
(3t +  s) P ( t  — s) (3t P  s) P { —t P  s)
I — t P  s I P  t — s
(3t — s) P ( —t — s) (3t — s) P (t  +  s)
+
I p  t  P  s  I — t  — s  —
P {l)X \x ')  chc(x' +  æ) A(a;)
-J
2^ / 2 sP (2 t) _  2 s P { -2 t )
\ / Ï 4  27t \  I — 2t I p 2 t
(3t P  s) P ( t  — s) (3t P  s) P ( —t +  s) 
I — t P  s I P  t  — s
(St — s) P ( —t — s) (3t — s) P i t  P  s)
P
P
I p  t  p  S I — t  — 8
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P{l)X'{x') chc(x' +  a;) Y% A(æ)
2  ^ f 2sP{2t) _  2 s P { -2 t )
\Zl4 27t \  I — 2t I + 2t
(3t +  s) P (t  — s) (3t +  s) -P(—t  +  s) 
I — ^-|-iS I P  t  — s
(3i — s) -P(—t — s) (3t — s) -P(t +  s)
+
I P  t  P  s t  — s
In terms of the Weyl group W {Hc)'^, Lemma 5.1 may be rewritten as
Lem m a 5.2 Let x' =  i l j  G 1^ '^  and let
1 i f  rjXi = ±Ai, <S =  0,
- 1  i f  T]Xi 7^  ±Ai, 5  =  0,
0 0 .
Then for x  E Ys>
P {l)X \x ')  chc(a:' +  c{S)x) A (a;)
»
E
Let % Ç W  be the subspace consisting of matrices
(  \
W i i  W i 2  W i 3  W i 4  W i 5  W i e  W n
w —
\ W n  W i 2 Wi 3  Wi 4  Wi5 Wi 6 W n /
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and l e t Y Ç W  be the the subspace consisting of matrices
/  \
Wn wi2 Wi3 Wi4 wi5 wie Wn
Then
— W n  —W i 2  ~ W i 3  — W i 4  — W \ 5  ~ W i 6  — W n
=  x @ y
/
(5.18)
is a complete polarization. Let x' = i m j  € f)^. Then,
c{X')x' = m
Hence, c{\ ')x ' preserves X  and Y  and acts in X  as m l ,  where /  is the identity. 
The elements of g2 also preserve X  and Y .  Furthermore, if <S G and x  G f)g, 
then
.det(c(A')a:' +  c{S)x)  =  det (m l -  c(«9)z)end(y) =  det(m J -  c(<S)æ)end(Vb)
=  det (m i -  x)end(Vc) =  rn{m^ +  +  (t -  + {t +  s)^)
=  — \ i{x Ÿ ){m ^  -  a2{x)'^){m'^ -  ai{x)'^). (5.19)
In particular we see th a t (5.19) is non-zero unless Ai, a i ,  « 2  take real values on 
1)5. Hence
det(c(A')x' + x) ^  0 if a; G f)'’.
Moreover, if x G then
det(c(A')x' 4- c(q!i)x) =  0 if and only if =  a i { x Ÿ ,
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if X e  then
det(c(A')a;' +  c (a 2)z) =  0 if and only if m? =  « 2 (2 )^^ ,
and for z  E
det(c(A')x' +  c(o!i, o;2)x) =  0 if and only if 
m? — a i{ x Ÿ  or =  « 2 (2;)  ^ or =  Xi{x)^.
Let 5 = Ô0 E 5*(R ) denote the Dirac delta a t the origin. We conclude th a t for 
X e  !)'■,
<5(det(c(A')o;' +  x)) = 0,
for X e  Y{“1}’
5(det(c(A')x' +  c(o;i)a:))
=  \m {a i{xy  -  Xi{x)‘^ ) { a i { x f  -  Oi2{xf)2ai{x)\'^'^ 
{5{m -  cti(a;)) +  5{m  +  a i(x ))),
for X G {02} ’
J(det(c(A ')z' +  c (a 2)a;))
= \m{a2{xf‘ -  Xi{xY)2a2{x){oL2{xf -  ai(z)^)|'"^
{8{m -  0 :2 (2;)) +  5{m  +  0 :2 (2;))),
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and for X e  (){ai,02}’
+
+
5(det(c(A')a;' +  c(o!i, 0 :2 )0:))
|m2Ai(z)(Ai(a:)^ -  0!2(o:)^)(Ai(o;)^ -  ai(a:)^)|"^
(0{m — Ai(o:)) +  S{m +  Ai(o;)))
|m(o!2(o;)^ -  Ai(o;)^)2a!2(o;)(o!2(o;)^ -  o:i(a:)^)|"^
{0{m -  0 2 W ) +  S{m + 0:2(0;)))
|m(o:2(o;)^ -  \ i { x f ) { a i { x f  -  a2{xf)2ai{x)\~'^  
{5{m — 0:1 (x)) +  5{m +  0:1 (x))).
Notice tha t, by (5.11),





| « 4 |,
l^sl-
Thus, for X G f)'",
|A '(x')|d(det(c(A')x' +  x)) I J a(x) =  0,
for X e  {)r{ a j } '
|A '(x')|d(det(c(A')x' +  c(o:i)x)) I J a(x)
»
= 10:3 (x) I (6 (m -  0:1 (x)) + S(m +  0:1 (x))),
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for X e  i)'^
|A'(a:')|(5(det(c(A')a:' +  c{a2 )x)) n A ( x )
=  |o!4(x)|(5(m -  a 2 {x)) + 5{m +  a 2 {x))),
and for T 6
J J a(3:)|A'(a;')|5(det(c(A')x' +  c({o!i, a 2 })x))
=  |A2(x)|((5(m -  Ai(x)) +  5(m +  Ai(a:;)))
+  |a4(a:)|((5(m -  0 :2 (3;)) +  5(m +  « 2 (3;)))
+  \a3{x)\{5{m -  Oii{x)) + 5{m +  o:i(z))).
Recall tha t, for x' G x  G fig, by [5, (1.1)],
2?
chc(c(A ')a;' +  c(S)x) = —j =  5(det(c(A')a;' +  c(5)æ)).
V 14
Thus we have verified the following lemma. 
L e m m a  5.3 Let x' — i m J  G fly'". For x  G ï)'^ ,
|A%z')|chc(c(A')æ' +  x)
For x e  Y{a,}>
=  0
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»\az{x)\{5{m -  a i(x ))  +  â(m  +  a i(x))) .
|A'(z')|chc(c(A')z' +  c{ai)x) 
7 Ï 4
For x  Ei) {0 1 2}’
y i 4
Y [ K ^ )
»
\a4 {x)\{ô{m -  a 2 {x)) +  6{m +  o;2 (x))).
|A'(x')|chc(c(A')a;' +  c{a2 )x) 
2^
For Æ e  ()
|A'(z')|chc(c(A')æ' +  c{oii,a2 )x)
'I'
- ^ =  (|A2(a;)|(5(m -  Ai(z)) +  ô{m +  Ai(x)))
+  \ai{x)\{5{m -  a;2 (x)) +  5{m +  « 2 (0;)))
+  \az{x)\{6{m -  cxi{x)) + 5{m +  a i(z ))))
In term s of the group (3.7), we may rewrite Lemma 5.3 as follows. 
L e m m a  5.4 Set
1 i f  X E S  F (—<S)
%(A) =  '
0 otherwise.
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Let x ' — i m j  € i) 'J . Then fo r  x  G
|A'(x')|chc(c(A')æ' +  c{S)x) 
2^
\ / Î 4^  ■n^ w{Hc)+
P ro p o s it io n  5.1 Let ip G C'^(g''^). Then for x' = I J  e
P { l)X \x ')  chc(z' +  x) i p { x )  dp{x)
' 02
P(i{r]Xi){x)) U sp{x)  dp{x).
P ro o f:
We see from the Harish-Chandra - Weyl integration formula (2.6), th a t
f  P{l)X'{x') chc{x '+ x) i p { x )  dp{x) 
d Q2
Y l m n u  M /  ^(OA'(2;0chc(a;'-Fc(5)a:) JjA(a:)Al(^5,R)(x)
However, it is very easy to see tha t, for x G 1)5,
» »
Hence Lemma 5.1 follows from Lemma 5.2. Q E D .
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P ro p osition  5.2 Set
Ç5 M 1) =
i f S ^  {0 2 },
Ç 5 (^ A i)  z/ 5  { 0 2 } .
Let if e  C ^ { q^^). Then for x ' = i m j  G
|A'(a;')| chc(c(A')x' +  x) (p{x) d(j,{x)
'02
=  y  L
Hsip{x) diJ,{x).
^  %(77Ai) K77A2) W | +  (77Ai)(z))
P ro o f:
We see from the Harish-Chandra - Weyl integration formula (2.6) and Lemma 5.4, 
tha t
|A'(x')| chc(c(A')a;' +  x) (p(x) dii{x)
'02
^wTTTTVi f l^'(a;')|chc(c(A>' +  c(<S)x) JjA(a:)^(î'5,R)(x)7t:5¥?(a;)d/x(æ) 
[5] W \H s ) \  Jf,s ^
-  E
;g] A s "^r,eW{Hc)+
E  Ssimi)\i.V(^2){x)\S{m  +  (77Ai)(x))
»
Y%A(æ)Al(^5 ,R,)(a:) Hs(p{x) d/j.{x).
It remains to compute the term  in the parenthesis.
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Notice th a t for S  — {cKi, 0 :2},
»
Suppose <S =  {cKi}. Then any element 2: e  1)5 may be w ritten as
X  — i2,Q,H(^  ^ —  “ZbHai —  ( n  T  ib^A.i T  ( — cl +  286 )  A 2 ,
where a and b are some real numbers. Hence,
'I'
A(x) — —4:ts(t +  s)(t — s)(3t — s)(3t +  s)
=  —4 • 2 • (a^ +  b^)2{a^ + 96^)(—46)(4m)
=  —CKi(z) « 3 (2;) 4 • 2 • (a^ +  6^)2(a^ +  96^)







Suppose S  — {CK2 }. Then any element x  E l)s may be w ritten as
X — —i2ciHct4 T  26Hq2 — (u +  %6) A% +  (u — %36) A2 ,
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where a and b are some real numbers. Hence,
A(cr) =  —4:ts(t +  s)(t — s)(3t — s)(3i +  s)
»
=  4 • 2 • (a^ +  6^)2(a^ +  9 6 ^ )( -4 6 )(4 z a )
=  —CK2(z) Oi/^ {x) 4  • 2 • +  6^)2(ci^ +  96^)




n A (a :)
»
-1
n  a(x)^(T5_r ) =
»
ai{x)
|a 4 W r
P ro p o s it io n  5.3 Let y  G <^ “ (5 2 )^• Then there is a continuous seminorm q on 
C “ (0 2 )^ such that, for x' = I J  E ,
A'(x') chc(æ' +  æ) ip{x) djjb{x)
'02
2 \ - l (5.20)
Moreover, as a function of x' G l)y^.
/ chc(æ' +  x) ip{x) diiix)
J  0
(5.21)
is smooth and compactly supported.
Proof:
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Let P{1) = P  and consider one term  in the double sum of Proposition 5.1,
The function
/ ( z )  =  %(77A2)(z) f  (%(7;Ai)(z)) % y ( z )
is smooth and compactly supported in % . Let (3 — —77A1 and let Hp e  i\) be the 
corresponding element such th a t P{Hp) = 2, as in Lemma 3.15. Set e =  e{r],S). 
Then (5.22) may be rew ritten as
rz f  {x) dji{x). (5.23)
Suppose P is an imaginary root for l)g. Then
f) 5  =  KiH p  0  ker(/?).
For t G R , let
fp{UHp) =  [  f i t ^ H p  +  y) dfi{y).
d k e r (^ )  2:
Since, P{t^Hp) — —t, (5.23) is equal to
/  , (5.24)jRiHff I' —t + eiU Z
Set (j){t) = —fp{—UHp). Then, up to a constant multiple coming from the nor-
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rnalization of the measure see 4.5, (5.24) coincides with
(5.25)
where (j) e  C ^ (R ) .
Fix a function ^ G C ^ (R )  such th a t 0 <  ^ <  1, supp{^) Ç [—2,2] and ^(a;) =  1 
for æ E [—1,1]. Then (5.25) is equal to
where 4>i{t) =  0(f +  /). Notice th a t
[  dt
'R  ^






J n  ^
[  -  In(t -  eiO) dt
J r
I ln(^ -  620)|(|('(()< ;^(()| +  K(()<^K^)I) dt
M4<2
| i |< 2
I ln(f -  620)1 dt (II llooll 0 Iloo +  II é' Iloo)-
Hence, (5.25) may be dominated by
| t |< 2
I M t  -  «0)1 dt (II llooll 4> Iloo + I (j>' ||oo)+ I 0 111). (5.26)
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Suppose /? is a real root for Then e =  0 and, for x  G 1)5,
\l + il3{x)\>\l3{x)\
has a strictly positive minimum on the support of (j), because P is non-zero there. 
Hence, (5.23), and therefore also (5.22) is dominated by
f  |/(z ) |d /2 (z). (5.27)
Suppose /? is a complex root for 1)5. Then e =  0 and
^  C
is a bijective linear isomorphism over the reals. Let ; C  ^  1)5 denote the 
inverse. The (5.23) may be rewritten as a constant multiple of
[  f { P ~ ^ z ) ) d x d y ,  (5.28)
J q  ^ \
where z = x  + iy sls usual. Notice th a t the function  ^ is locally integrable. There­
fore, (5.28) may be dominated by
im axD  I  j II /  Iloo, (5.29)
V J d 1^ 1 /
where the maximum is taken over all the discs of radius one in the complex
plane. By combining (5.26), (5.27), (5.29) with Proposition 5.1, we see th a t there
is a continuous seminorm q on such th a t
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P{l)X'{x') chc(æ' +  x) cp{x) dii{x)
Hence, (5.20) follows.
The statem ent (5.21) is an easy consequence of Proposition 5.2. 
Q ED .
5 .2  A  C o n je c tu r e  a n d  t h e  M a in  T h e o r e m
For ( f  e  x '  G  U define
CHC{(p){x') — I  chc{x '+ x) if{x) dfx{x),
d 02
and note th a t this is the restriction to 02  of the of the normalized version of the 
distribution (2.8). We know from Proposition 5.3 th a t
is a smooth function of x' e  which decays a t infinity at least as fast as |A '(x')|“ .^ 
Also, as a function of x '  G f)'(A')^,
A(c(y)-^T3C7^C((^)(a;3
is smooth and compactly supported.
Let O' Ç 5 p (l,R )  be a 5 p (l, R )-orbit, and let XF5o' be the Fourier transform
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of the invariant measure bo'-, as in Theorem 4.4. Then the functions
for x ' G
\{c{}!)~^x'')bFboi{^') for x' G f)'(A')’’,
are bounded. Hence,
[  \Tbo'{x')\\\{x')\^\CHC{^p){x')\dii{x') < oo, (5.30)
[  \J^bo'{x')\\X{c{X')~^x')\'^\CHC{if){x')\diJ,{x') < oo. (5.31)
Vy(A')''
Therefore, following the Harish-Chandra Weyl integration formula for 5p(l, R ), we 
may define
CW (^(^o,)(yp) -  /  ^,^o,(a;')|A (a;')|TW (v,)(æ ')d//(a;') (5.32)
VI)"'
+  ^ f  Tbo'{x')\X{c{X')~^x')\‘^ CHC{(f){x')dfj,{x').
Then CHC(J-bo') is a G2-invariant distribution on
For an orbit O Ç gg let fj,o be the positive (?2-invariant measure, normalized 
as in section 4.5. Define the Fourier transform T ijlo as in (4.44) w ith the sp (l, R) 
replaced by g2 -
C o n je c tu re  5.1 (a) Let O' Ç  s p ( l ,R )  be a non-zero semisimple orbit and let 
O Ç q2 be the corresponding semisimple orbit as in Corollary 4-2. Then there is a 
constant C  independent of O' such that
C W ( % , )  =  C .F 6 0 .
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(b) Let O ' Ç 5 p (l, R ) be a non-zero nilpotent orbit. Then there is a unique nilpotent 
orbit O Ç Q2 such that
T'02(7'sp(i,R)“ ^(c/oswre(O'))) =  closure{0).
(c) For the two different non-zero nilpotent orbits 0[ ,0 '2  Ç 5 p ( l ,R ) ,  the corre­
sponding orbits O i, O 2 ^  02  are different. In terms of table 4-3, one of them 
corresponds to the parameter (2,2) and the other one to (0,4).
(d) The formula of part (a) holds for  a non-zero nilpotent orbit O' Ç sp (l, R ), 
with the O Ç q2 corresponding to O' as in (b).
We don’t have any complete proof of this conjecture yet, but the result below 
provides some evidence for its validity. In particular, the distribution in question 
is a function on the subset of the regular semisimple elements, as is the Fourier 
transform, of the invariant measure on the corresponding orbit (a result of Harish- 
Chandra) .
T h e o re m  5.1 Let O' Ç s p ( l ,R )  be a non-zero orbit. Then the restriction of
CHCifFhoi) to the dense open set T  g2 is a smooth locally integrable function. 
Explicitly, for  ip G 0^(02^), i f  O' =  with p 6 R + , then
    1 r 2^7
CTLC{T5o>) = \ w ( u \\  / ^  Z i  fe(hAi)|(77A2)(æ)|.4(4^5,iR)(a^)
[5] ' V 5)1 J l,5 P t^çW{Hc )+
(exp(-z7rp(?7Ai)(x)) -t- e y i p { i ' K p { r } \ i ) { x ) ) ) H s p } { x )  d p { x ) \  (5.33)
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i f  O' =  0 ‘lpWith p >  0 and e =  ±1 , then
CHCiTSo.) =  (5.34)
A{'^s,B.)ix)exp{7rp{r]Xi){x))lB.+ {epiRe{-r]Xi){x) +  e(p ,5 )))
+  %(77Ai) I (TyAz) (T) |X(^g,tR) (z) exp(-7rp| (77A1) (a;) |)) % <p(z) dp(a;) ;
i f  O' = O^with e = ±1, then
CHC{T5o'){^) = y i  \ \ v ( n  "il /  “To XI ((-l)''^'2(-pA2)(T)yl(^g,R)
(lR+(^(—^ 6(pA i)(z) +  e(?7, S)))  — l-£i+{—e{Re{r]Xi){x) +  e(p, 5)))) 
+  ^s{'nXi)\{r]\2){x)\A{^s,iB))'Hsv{^)diJ,{x). (5.35)
Proof:
Suppose u € R  and e e  {—1,0,1} are such th a t u =  0 if and only if e 0. Let 
u e  R  and let to =  u +  in £ C. Then
e-i^x
Iji X + w + eiO
Tzdx = -27risgn(n +  e) lB.+ {f{v + e)). (5.36)
This is to be understood as an equation of tem pered distributions. By the definition 
(5.32), Propositions 5.1 and 5.2,
i(?;A2)(z)
I -  i{r]Xi){x) +  e{rj, S)iO
+  — %—  /  |(7;A2)(a;)|< (^7M +  (77Ai)(a:))JF<^o,(c(A')a/)A'(z')d/:(z')
A{'^s,in)) T-Cs<f{x) dfi{x),
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where for x' E i)^, x'  =  m zJ, i.e. m  = ~ \ \ ' { x ' ) .  Also, by (4.29),
5(rn +  {ri\ i){x))T5o'{c{\ ')x ') \ '{x ')  dii{x') (5.38)
=  2 \/Ï4  T5oi{v>^i){x)c{X^)Hy)\ (t?Ai) (x) | .
Suppose O' is as in (5.33). Then TSo'{x') — 0 for x' e  ()'. Hence, by (5.37), (5.38) 
and (4.45),
gî7rp(77Ai)(a:) , „~iTvp(rjXi)(x)
I (77A2 ) (x) |v4($g,m) 2 \/ l4  Ttt-------------- — ---------------'Hs^(x)  d//(x).
This verifies (5.33).




=  —\/Ï4 1 4 e — [
P Jr
= - \ Z i i  14e-(-27ri) sgn(Jm (-i(? 7Ai)(x)) +  e(?7 , «S))b
I -  i{r}\i){x) + e{r],S)iO
inepi{rjXi){x)
P
lR+(ep(/m (-i(77Ai)(x)) +  e{rj,S))
=  \ / l4 1 4 e -  27T% 6 lj^^+[—ep{Im{i{r]Xi){x) +  e{p,S))).
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Also, by by (4.45),
Thus,
^ : ^ ( 2 ) ( 7 ; A 2 ) ( z ) \ / Ï 4 1 4 2 7 r 2 - e " ' ' ( ' '^ : ) M lR + ( e X M - ^ ( ; 7 A i ) ( T ) )  +  6 (77, ,$ ) ) )
ZTT p
|{i?A2 )(x)| 2 - Æ  ns -p (x )  i^ {x ) .
This verifies (5.34). P art (5.35) follows from (5.34) and (4.13) by taking the limit 
if p 0 and dividing by \/2 , because of our normalization (see (4.47)). Also, one 
has to keep in mind th a t
lim lR+(pt) — lR+(t) — 1r + ( —t).
p—>0+
Q E D .
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0  =  Cie{G) 
iS0 m (y, Q) = autformsiQ) 
map =  hom^et 
m apc =  homc-sei 
horn =  homiin 
Sp{n, R ) =  isom(R^", St)
connected double cover of G.
identity component of G.
unitary dual of G.
centralizer of in G.
normalizer of in G.
stabilizer of the elements of A  in G.
subgroup generated by the elements of A.
Lie algebra of G.




real standard  symplectic group.
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{a, b} = ab + ba 





c r ( % )
L } J X )















0 -V s  V2
Vs 0 -V i
-V2 Vi 0 /
W F{u)
IF{^) =  y
the anticom m utator of a and b. 
the com m utator of a and b.
G-invariant vectors on the G-vector space V. 
complexification of the vector space V. 
matrices with k  rows and I columns, 
identity m atrix in Mnxn- 
space of Schwartz functions on X .  
space of tempered distributions on X .  
smooth compactly supported functions on X .  
locally integrable functions on X .  
product over the elements s of the set S.
summation over the elements s of the set S.
(7i =  X, ug =  —i j ,  as = 11  Pauli matrices.
identification of the Lie algebras 50(2) and R^.
wave front set of the distribution u G V '{X ).  
a Fourier transform  of (p.
109
D {x i,X 2 , X3 ) shorthand for diag(0, X i J ,  x^J-, x ^ J ) .
f*  pullback by / .
x'^ adjoint w.r.t. the form r.
transpose of the m atrix X .
idx  identity map on X.
I x  characteristic function of X .
© the C artan involution 0 (X )  =  —X ^ .
( ( , ) ) a  symplectic space over the reals.
{ x  +  i y ^  5 ^ { W ) c  : { y  , ) |k e r (^ )  >  0 } .
{Q)rk<j elements of g of rank at most j.
set of regular elements of g.
^  set of positive roots.
A  =  n m -
A ' '
V  V{A)  =  Y [ X .
A
Dihn dihedral group of order 2n.
Symm„ symmetric group on n  letters.
5'" n  dimensional real sphere.
[aj greatest integer <  a.
#5" cardinality of the set S.
Tp,q the bilinear form Tp^x , y) = -  ^l^^xiyi.
Tp^ q short hand for Tp^q{x, x).
Ap^q the Laplacian operator
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